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Introduction
The golden age of transatlantic relations is behind us. It is tempting to reduce the reasons
for this change down to the personalities of the leaders involved, and particularly to the
peculiarities of U.S. President Donald Trump, but such an approach would ignore the
deeper trends that have been affecting both the European and American sides for years.
The relationship between the United States and Europe does not have the centrality it once
had for policymakers on either side, and matters ever less to their publics. Part of the
reason for the diminution of the relationship’s importance should be cause for celebration:
the main strategic adversary that justified America’s deep commitment to the European
continent—the Soviet Union (USSR)—has collapsed. Despite divisions and setbacks, most
of Europe is reunited and the past two decades have seen a tremendous expansion of the
European Union (EU) and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) to new
members. The Russian annexation of Crimea and invasion of Donbas have given new
impetus to NATO and underscored the willingness of allies to stand together. Setbacks in
the rule of law in Poland, Hungary, and Romania, and divisions over the management of
the Eurozone and the refugee crisis, should not obscure the tremendous success the last
three decades have seen for the transatlantic alliance and European unity.
Yet there is much that is sobering in the current diminution of ties and cooperation. Other
challenges and threats have emerged to demand attention: terrorism, instability in the
Middle East, and the rise of China all present new challenges. The financial crisis and failed
foreign interventions have fueled skepticism over the role of the United States on the
international stage. Internal divisions in Europe and the euro crises have turned European
attention inward even as the past two American presidents have pressed Europeans to do
more externally and spend more on their own security. Leaders on both sides have pursued
different priorities, occasionally differing in their worldviews. The American withdrawal
from the Iranian nuclear agreement (JCPOA) on May 8th has sparked yet another “crisis
of transatlantic relations,” but focusing on specific decisions obscures the deeper trends.
Successive American presidents have paid but lip service to their European allies in
making decisions beyond the transatlantic sphere and examples of potential cooperation
on crises such as Libya or Syria have ended in failure.
There is no “normal” state of affairs to which both sides will revert, reinstalling the
transatlantic relationship as the central foreign policy paradigm for both sides. If anything,
countries following their own paths are normal. This statement should be cause for neither
celebration, nostalgia, despair, nor plaintive calls for more “leadership” and a better
communications strategy. A few more presidential speeches and fewer tweets will not
change the current mood.
The widening divide between Europe and the United States is masked, in part, by
institutions and experts on both sides of the Atlantic who are deeply invested in celebrating
the glorious past and promoting the promising future of the transatlantic alliance. But
rising indifference among senior leaders and apathy or opposition among ordinary citizens
on both sides of the Atlantic belies the vibrancy of this community.
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We believe that as liberal democracies, the United States and Europe are still linked by a
community of values and interests. Dismantling the legacy of the post-cold war system
would be a catastrophe, as would any embrace of populism and extremism. But this
shouldn’t preclude sobering dialogue over the actual—and not simply the historical or
perceived—interests and priorities of both sides. We must come to terms with the fact that
both sides will and should act increasingly autonomously. Denying this reality could lead
to dramatic miscalculation, especially on the European side.
American leaders remain committed to NATO and its collective security system for
Europe. Yet guaranteed American protection for Europe creates a moral hazard even as
the threat of U.S. disengagement (driven by concerns over “free riding”) risks encouraging
European hedging and the appeasement of revisionist powers. How the United States
navigates this dilemma will be one of the key challenges of the Trump administration.
Meanwhile, there will be little appetite, whoever is president, to guarantee European
security in challenges of lower intensity—that is, under the threshold of NATO Article V’s
“armed attack.” The “southern dimension” of European security concerns, largely
involving fear of uncontrolled migration as a result of turmoil in the Middle East and North
Africa, has failed to move either of Presidents Obama and Trump. The United States will
remain engaged in the Middle East and consult with allies, but there is perhaps no clearer
illustration of the differing interests of Europe and the United States: The United States
sees migration to Europe as a European problem, and Europeans have no plausible reason
to see the matter as an American problem.
American leaders have a stake in maintaining a stable and united Europe, but they should
use the coming years to help Europeans gain autonomy. The United States should
encourage even embryonic efforts to promote defense integration and capacity investment
within the European Union—rather than reflexively resist or worry about them as a
perceived challenge to NATO. Furthermore, both sides should focus on areas on potential
cooperation, such as fighting terrorism or responding to the rise of China, rather than
differences or areas in which Europeans have little effective value to add.
Will both sides of the Atlantic succumb to the internal and external forces that are driving
them apart? Is the transatlantic project an anachronistic, post-World War II collaboration
that has outlived its usefulness? We think not. U.S.-European cooperation on an
unsentimental basis does indeed have value. But what do political leaders need to do to
persuade their publics that the risks and costs of this relationship are warranted?
Over the past two years, both before and after the 2016 American presidential election, we
traveled to Europe and spoke with experts and policymakers. As one would expect, the
answers to the above questions varied tremendously depending on the perspective of our
interviewees, their national origin, and the timing and context of our talks. Events in
Russia, Ukraine, Turkey, Great Britain, Germany, Belgium, and other countries influenced
the content and color of these conversations. The United Kingdom's Brexit vote to leave
the EU, in particular, provoked a series of exchanges about the future of Europe and what
a fractured and divided European Union would mean for the United States. So also did the
unexpected election of Donald J. Trump as the new U.S. President.
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In the following pages, we will try to capture the richness of these conversations and what
these responses suggest for the future of transatlantic cooperation. We have used the
comments and insights our conversations provided to develop an account of where the
transatlantic relationship has been and where it could go in the future. Our answers are
not absolute. Changes in American and European leadership, a dramatic increase in
terrorist attacks in Europe or the United States, further Russian aggression in the Baltics
or elsewhere in Europe, or any number of new developments could change the calculus
very quickly and decisively.
The preeminent Atlanticist, Winston Churchill, said: “It is impossible to look too far ahead.
Only one link of the chain of destiny can be handled at a time.” 1 Yet, short of some dramatic
new development, the outlook for the transatlantic relationship is modest at best. NATO
will continue to exist, and the promise of the collective security guarantees of Article V of
NATO’s charter will still give assurance to those most threatened by powerful neighbors.
Trade deals between the U.S. and EU have been put on ice, Brexit threatens to cause some
temporary disruptions in commerce and investment, and President Trump speaks
unfavorably of globalization. Nonetheless, the American and European economies will
remain highly integrated. But the grand U.S.-European partnership that helped to
undermine the Soviet Union and then integrate so many countries into the Western,
democratic world may be the victim of weariness, internal divisions, and uncertainty in an
increasingly chaotic world.

Winston Churchill, “Speech in the House of Commons” (speech, London, England, February 27, 1945),
National WWII Museum, http://www.nationalww2museum.org/learn/education/for-students/ww2history/quotations/allied-leaders.html.
1
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Chapter 1: How Did We Get Here?
Every American President since Franklin D. Roosevelt has extolled the virtues of the
transatlantic alliance. Every Chancellor of post-war Germany, every Prime Minister of
Great Britain, and most leaders of other European countries since 1947 have uttered
similar sentiments with variations dependent on the current world situation. If the United
States is the indispensable nation, 2 then America and Europe constitute the indispensable
alliance.
This does not mean that the alliance has been uncomplicated. Both sides have had their
moments of unhappiness and dissatisfaction over major and minor matters. The United
Kingdom (UK) and France sharply broke with the United States during the Suez Crisis of
1956.3 France left NATO’s military command in 1966. German leaders diverged from the
United States over the value of “Ostpolitik,” West Germany’s outreach effort to the
communist German Democratic Republic to its east. In the early 1980s, demonstrators
numbering in the hundreds of thousands took to the streets to protest the deployment of
intermediate-range nuclear missiles. More recently, France and Germany refused to
participate in the American-led invasion of Iraq.
Despite these tensions, the preponderance of the evidence demonstrates that the
transatlantic alliance was relatively unified and effective in countering the threats of the
Cold War and in creating an enlarged and peaceful Europe. Indeed, modern Europe, with
all its flaws and shortcomings, is perhaps the biggest success in the history of American
foreign policy, a testament to American leadership in the 20th century. Russian aggression
in Ukraine and the rise of terrorism in Europe have reminded policymakers of the common
threats our countries face and led to a renewed, yet belated, American commitment to
Eastern Europe at the end of the Barack Obama administration.
Harry Truman, Winston Churchill, George Marshall, Jean Monnet, and other giants of
postwar history understood that when faced with the devastation of war, bold leadership
is essential. George H. W. Bush, Helmut Kohl, François Mitterrand, Bill Clinton, and
Margaret Thatcher, faced with the collapse of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s, similarly
recognized that the opportunity to finally reunite Europe was fleeting and needed to be
pursued with vision and vigor. In the first instance, big ideas and formidable political skill
were joined to make Western Europe a better place and cement a transatlantic compact
that shaped the creation of a new international order. In the second instance, unifying
Germany and integrating Central and Eastern Europe into the primary institutions of the
Atlantic community healed the most prominent wounds of the Cold War.
Since then, great acts of leadership and vision have been infrequent. The September 11,
2001 attacks on the United States represented such an opportunity but in the end
produced division and rancor within Europe and between the United States and two major
Madeleine Albright, interview by Matt Lauer, The Today Show, NBC-TV, February 19, 1998,
http://secretary.state.gov/www/statements/1998/980219a.html.
3 Michael Doran’s recent book, Ike’s Gamble, does a fine job of looking at this split in great detail.
See Michael Doran, Ike’s Gamble: America’s Rise to Dominance in the Middle East (NY: Free Press, 2016).
2
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allies, Germany and France, over the war in Iraq. The financial downturn of 2008 and the
subsequent economic crises established Germany as the power broker in Europe.
Unfortunately, rather than providing visionary leadership, German politicians emerged as
hardnosed accountants focused on promoting short-term and divisive austerity measures
rather than long-term fixes to the Eurozone imbalances. The Russian annexation of
Crimea and subsequent invasion of Ukraine in 2014 resulted in sanctions and tough
rhetoric but very little concrete action to support Ukraine’s self-defense and thus deter
future Russian aggression. The 1994 Budapest Memorandum, in which Ukraine
surrendered its nuclear weapons in exchange for Russian recognition of its sovereignty
and U.S. and UK security assurances, was exposed as worthless. 4 Furthermore, Angela
Merkel’s decision to open the door to any refugee who could cross the border, brave as it
was, was made unilaterally and exacerbated a host of stresses and strains within the
European Union.
Understanding the accomplishments of 1947 to 2000 and the less sterling record of the
succeeding period provides a framework for comprehending why the transatlantic
community today seems so devoid of energy, vision and a sense of common purpose.
Leadership is part of the story, but so too is the evolving set of relationships and
expectations that have come to mark the U.S.-European partnership. Constants remain,
but there have also been significant changes in what Americans and Europeans want from
this relationship, and how willing both parties are to nurture and sustain it.
The Creation
Just after World War II, Winston Churchill declared, “If Europe is to be saved from infinite
misery, and indeed from final doom, there must be an act of faith in the European family
and an act of oblivion against all the crimes and follies of the past.” 5 When he spoke these
words, much of Europe was in ruins and many of the victims of the Nazi aggression were
looking for vengeance. But rather than collectively punishing the German people and their
allies, the United States, France, Great Britain and their Western European allies focused
on rebuilding trust and security within Europe. This involved an unprecedented degree of
U.S. participation in and cooperation with the economic, political, and military institutions
of Europe, leading to a stable West and a strong transatlantic alliance.
The first “act of faith” was the creation of the European Recovery Plan, better known as
the Marshall Plan. Announced by U.S. Secretary of State George C. Marshall in 1947, the
resulting plan transferred about $12 billion from a relatively wealthy United States to an
impoverished Europe. 6 7 For the U.S., the costs of the Marshall Plan, which exceeded 4
percent of the U.S. gross national product, were well worth it; building a peaceful Europe
“Budapest Memorandums on Security Assurances, 1994,” Council on Foreign Relations,
http://www.cfr.org/nonproliferation-arms-control-and-disarmament/budapest-memorandums-securityassurances-1994/p32484.
5 Winston Churchill, “United States of Europe” (speech, Zurich, Switzerland, September 19, 1946), Council
on Foreign Relations, http://www.cfr.org/europe/churchills-united-states-europe-speech-zurich/p32536.
6 This amount is roughly equivalent to $120 billion in current dollars.
7 Much has been written about the successes and limitations of the Marshall Plan. For more, see Greg
Behrman, The Most Noble Adventure: The Marshall Plan and How America Helped Rebuild Europe (NY:
Free Press, 2007).
4
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and avoiding yet another destructive world war was of utmost importance. In a very real
sense, the specific application of the funds was less important than the reassurance that
this dedication and investment gave to an insecure and demoralized Europe. The growing
Soviet threat and the aggressive anti-Communist campaigns in the United States were
enough to generate the necessary political and popular support for the Plan. The
willingness to make this investment was not entirely altruistic, but was in fact one of the
first actions of the Cold War and the beginning of an American commitment to keep as
much of Europe as possible outside of Soviet influence and control.
The second significant act was the creation of NATO in 1949. While the Marshall Plan
provided short-term economic relief to Europe, NATO was designed to be a long-term
institutional solution to the military threats facing the continent from the USSR. The core
of this commitment is Article V, which states, “An armed attack against one or more
[NATO members] in Europe or North America shall be considered an attack against them
all.” 8 The seriousness of the American investment in NATO was underscored when
General Dwight Eisenhower, the hero of World War II, was appointed the first Supreme
Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR).
NATO was, and is, a security alliance. But from the beginning, it was also a vehicle for
reducing mistrust and creating some semblance of solidarity among European nations that
had spent centuries fighting each other. The U.S. became the primary guarantor of
European security and allowed other members to invest their scarce resources in areas
vital for rebuilding their political and economic stability. By deemphasizing European
militaries and placing thousands of American troops in Germany and elsewhere, the U.S.
also removed the fear of intra-European armed conflict among NATO members.

“Collective defence – Article 5,” NATO, March 22, 2016,
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_110496.htm.

8
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U.S. Troops in Europe: 1950-1990
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Deep American engagement, combined with strong European cooperation, was a winning
formula for the next four decades. The Alliance was hardly free of conflicts and tension,
but these disputes never fundamentally weakened the resolve of the United States and its
partners to work together for the common purpose of deterring Soviet aggression.
Europe, Whole and Free
By 1989, the durability and relative strength of the transatlantic alliance combined with
internal fissures within the Soviet bloc resulted in the unraveling of Soviet control over
Eastern Europe and the demise of the USSR itself. Historians will argue for years to come
about the true causes of the collapse, but the willingness of the U.S. and Western European
countries to confront the USSR over 40 years was clearly essential to this outcome.
A peaceful, prosperous Europe with shared military objectives under the leadership of an
engaged United States had succeeded. But this raised new questions. If NATO was
established to defend Europe against the Soviet threat, what was its purpose once the
threat was gone? With an economically stable and unified Europe, what role should the
United States have in Europe? What more could be expected of Europe? What precisely
was Europe?

Tim Kane, “Global U.S. Troop Deployment, 1950-2003,” The Heritage Foundation,
http://www.heritage.org/research/reports/2004/10/global-us-troop-deployment-1950-2003.

9
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In 1989, two themes were set that undergirded much of American and European thinking
about the post-Cold War period. President George H.W. Bush articulated the first in a farseeing May 1989 speech in which he argued for the creation of a “Europe, whole and free”
as the ultimate goal for the post-Soviet era. 10 This simple objective, embraced by many
Americans and Europeans, became the rationale for the expansion of NATO and EU
enlargement over the next 15 years.
The second theme was outlined by political scientist Francis Fukuyama in a December
1989 essay arguing that liberal democracy had triumphed and that a new age of peace and
security was on the horizon. While greeted with mixed reactions in the United States, the
core ideas of Fukuyama’s argument became central to the way many Western Europeans
began to view the world. For them, the fall of the Soviet Union was the beginning of an age
in which Europe and European values would thrive in an environment free of external
threats.
While these two themes typify the general outlook of the transatlantic community as it
approached a new era in its evolution, there were also immediate tensions as to how these
goals should be pursued. The first serious post-Cold War dispute was over the unification
of Germany. The United States, allying itself with Helmut Kohl and West Germany, pushed
to unite that country as quickly as possible to serve as a bridge to the new democracies of
Central and Eastern Europe. France, Poland, and Great Britain, on the other hand, were
less enthusiastic about the idea of an enlarged Germany. In particular, Margaret Thatcher
was a vocal critic on the grounds that the resulting unified state would play a
disproportionately large role within Europe. 11 Although unification happened less than a
year after the fall of the Berlin Wall, the concerns of many Western European leaders about
empowering Germany remain today.
The second conflict concerned the enlargement of the boundaries of the European Union.
Once the issue of German reunification was settled, the United States and Western
European countries established an informal but clear process through which the countries
of Central and Eastern Europe could become integrated into core transatlantic institutions
if they so wished. The path was simple and once again depended on the postwar formula
of strengthening economic and military ties. A country would first join the Council of
Europe, then NATO, and, finally, the European Union. The first step was not an onerous
one, in that it largely relied on a commitment to a set of values and behaviors, but not
extensive policy or legal changes. The second step, NATO membership, was more
complicated and involved reform of a nation’s military and intelligence services as well as
addressing certain outstanding issues regarding the atrocities of World War II. Because of
the dominant role of the United States in NATO, it played a leading, but not always decisive
role, in determining which countries were prepared for membership.
For most Central and Eastern European countries, accession to the EU was the most
complicated step, involving a fundamental reform of their social, economic, and political
10 President George H. W. Bush in, “A Europe Whole and Free” (speech at Mainz, Germany, May 31, 1989),
U.S. Diplomatic Mission to Germany, http://usa.usembassy.de/etexts/ga6-890531.htm.
11 Patrick Salmon, Keith Hamilton, and S.R. Twigge, eds. Documents on British Policy Overseas Series III,
Vol. VII: German Unification 1989-1990, (NY: Routledge, 2010), p. xv-xvi.
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institutions. Western European countries and the United States committed billions of
dollars in transitional support alongside an extraordinary amount of technical assistance
and political advice as these newly independent nations created the laws, regulations, and
institutions necessary for a modern liberal economy.
The countries of Central and Eastern Europe were not just idle recipients of this assistance,
financial and otherwise. They took active roles lobbying for their own interests. In 1991,
the Visegrád Group was formed as an ad hoc lobby for the interests of Poland, Hungary,
and Czechoslovakia (after the “velvet divorce” of 1992, the separate nations of Slovakia and
the Czech Republic). The countries of the Baltic region similarly developed a less formal
but still comparable level of cooperation around the specific issues and challenges they
were facing. All saw Washington as the power that would pull them into NATO and,
ultimately, into the European Union.
Western Europeans were not all on board. Some prominent leaders proposed that the
enlargement of both institutions should be pursued on a smaller scale and at a slower pace.
NATO expansion in particular sparked considerable concern not just in European capitals,
but also in the United States, where some “realists” saw this change in the borders of the
European security zone as a provocation towards Russia. 12 For their part, Soviet and then
Russian leaders claimed that as part of the negotiations around German unification in
1990 with the George H.W. Bush Administration, they had been promised that NATO
would not expand. 13
Nonetheless, the newly independent nations pushed hard for inclusion and won their
argument. 14 Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic were granted membership in 1999.
In 2004, Bulgaria, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia joined the
alliance. Albania and Croatia became full members in 2009, and Montenegro’s accession
to NATO was completed in June 2017. 15
The process for joining the European Union was more complicated because the Maastricht
Treaty raised the standards for membership in 1993. 16 The so-called Copenhagen Criteria
outlined in considerable detail the nature and extent of domestic reforms that aspirant

12 In a June 26, 1997 letter to President Bill Clinton, a group of prominent experts including Robert
McNamara, Bill Bradley, Gary Hart, and Richard Pipes voiced concern over any plans to enlarge NATO.
See “Former Policy-Makers Voice Concern Over NATO Expansion,” June 26, 1997, Published on the
website of Boston University, http://www.bu.edu/globalbeat/nato/postpone062697.html.
13 James Goldgeier, “Promises Made, Promises Broken? What Yeltsin Was Told About NATO in 1993 and
Why It Matters,” War on the Rocks, July 12, 2016, http://warontherocks.com/2016/07/promises-madepromises-broken-what-yeltsin-was-told-about-nato-in-1993-and-why-it-matters/.
14 Nikolas K. Gvosdev, “The Senate’s Dereliction of Duty on NATO Expansion,” The National Interest,
August 25, 2016, http://nationalinterest.org/feature/the-senates-dereliction-duty-nato-expansion-17470.
15 “Montenegro joins NATO as 29th Ally”, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, June 5, 2016,
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/news_144647.htm
16 The Maastricht Treaty was signed by 12 European nations on February 7, 1992 in Maastricht,
Netherlands, and officially established the European Union and the accompanying Euro currency. See:
“Treaty on European Union (Maastricht text),” July 29, 1992, 1992 O.J. C 191/1, http://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A11992M%2FTXT.
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countries had to undertake to become full members of the EU. 17 On May 1, 2004, the Czech
Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, and Slovenia joined. In
January 2007, Bulgaria and Romania followed suit, while Croatia joined in July 2013.
How did these two enlargement processes affect the transatlantic community? Besides
making it larger in terms of population and economic power, there are four significant
developments that emerged. First, an extraordinary bond was created between the United
States and the formerly Communist countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The United
States was viewed by the political elites of these countries as their ticket into NATO and,
by extension, as their primary supporter in the EU accession process. Under the protection
of NATO and ensconced in the EU, they could feel secure in their new independence from
the Soviet Union. The rhetoric and actions of American presidents during the Soviet period
supported this perspective. Voice of America, Radio Free Europe and the work of the
National Endowment for Democracy all gave the U.S. a cachet in that part of Europe long
before 1989.
In the post-1989 period, the newly democratized governments of the region came to see
Washington as their key intercessor and, as a result, made substantial investments in
developing their relationships with key American policymakers. The result was a broad
network of personal and institutional connections between the United States and the
countries of “new” Europe that persists to this day.
Second, the flow of people was a two-way street. Thousands of young Americans headed
to Eastern Europe to work with various U.S.-based non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), serve in the Peace Corps, or work in local businesses and institutions. By 1991,
many of the largest foundations in the United States were making the development of civil
society in the region a major priority and spending millions of dollars to promote
nonprofits in almost every sector. There were, of course, young people from Western
Europe who did the same, but the presence of Americans in places like Warsaw, Prague,
Budapest, and Riga was especially prominent. More than a few came back and continued
their work related to Central and Eastern Europe through politics, NGOs, think tanks, and
other institutions.
Third, NATO and EU enlargement occurred during a time when many in the U.S. and
Europe truly believed that we were at the “end of history.” With the Soviet threat receding,
there was a keen sense that Europe was a continent without enemies and threats. Given
the costs of EU enlargement, there was a natural tendency to reduce defense spending
throughout most of Western Europe. The fact that the U.S. was still deeply engaged in
Europe and still willing to support the most vulnerable part of the continent made it even
easier to rationalize major cuts in military budgets.
The series of Balkan Wars from 1991 to 2001 should have made Europeans pause as they
downsized their military capabilities. A vicious war on the EU’s southeastern border
17 The Copenhagen Criteria include stability of democratic institutions, a functioning market economy, and
the ability to implement EU laws and adhere to the union’s political, economic, and monetary goals. See:
“Accession Criteria (Copenhagen Criteria),” EUR-Lex, Accessed March 9, 2017, http://eurlex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/accession_criteria_copenhague.html.
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should have suggested that history was not quite at an end, and that Germany, France, and
other major military powers still needed to have the ability to intervene in conflicts that
directly affected Europe. Moreover, the initial reluctance of the United States to be part of
any intervention should have reminded Europe that the American security guarantee had
limits. The Bush Administration that negotiated German reunification was also clear on
the limits of American responsibility for managing the fragmentation of Yugoslavia. And,
during the first year of the Clinton Administration, the president made it clear that this
savage conflict was Europe’s responsibility and no one else’s. The U.S. joined with other
NATO allies to stop the atrocities only after the situation in Bosnia had deteriorated
greatly.
Finally, Germany eventually emerged out of these processes as an especially powerful force
in Europe and as a bridge not only between the eastern and western parts of the continent,
but also between Europe and the United States. In the first instance, Germany, more than
other countries of Western Europe, became deeply engaged in the political and economic
transitions occurring in the East. Half of newly united Germany—the formerly communist
east—shared those transitions, a fact that gave German leadership great urgency in
pushing this progress forward. Like their American colleagues, German political
foundations spent millions on training young politicians in the emerging democracies. The
German Foreign Ministry similarly became a mentor on the politics of European
institutions to the aspiring members of the EU.
Beginning with German unification, Helmut Kohl lobbied Washington with as much vigor
as the leaders of Central and Eastern Europe did. His close relationships with George H.W.
Bush and then Bill Clinton were central to the integration of the new democracies into
western institutions. Part of this commitment stemmed from German appreciation for the
American role in achieving unification. But it was also linked to a special drive by Kohl to
make Germany a “normal” country that could lead and act in Europe with the blessing of
the United States.
The growing bonds between the U.S. and Eastern Europe created a strong and cohesive
group of advocates in Washington who viewed Europe largely through Polish or Estonian
eyes and, as a result, carried an innate suspicion of Russia and Russian intentions.
However, reductions in defense spending made Europe more vulnerable to external
threats even if Russia seemed relatively benign at the time. And the slow but decided
emergence of Germany, rather than the UK, as America’s primary interlocutor empowered
a country that had and still has ambivalent attitudes about how to deal with Russia and
Russian aggression.
While these tensions would persist, the fact is that the 1990s were in some ways the highwater mark for U.S.-European cooperation. Western European leaders were generally in
agreement about the need to integrate the new democracies even if they differed on the
speed and nature of this transition. Americans for the most part shared this view even if
they disagreed on how the Soviet Union and, later, Russia should be treated. After sixty
years of being on the defensive against the “evil empire,” the transatlantic community was
generally united around a positive goal of fostering new, liberal, free-market states.
13
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Unfortunately, the good feelings engendered by this common and noble project did not
last long into the next decade.
Cracks in the Alliance: The Slow Coming Apart
The September 11, 2001 attacks on the United States initially engendered tremendous
solidarity. The front page of Süddeutsche Zeitung on September 12th featured a photograph
of the German political leadership standing together at a public memorial for the victims,
and the accompanying article contained somber words from Gerhard Schröder and
Joschka Fischer on the need to stand by America in its time of need. 18 France’s Le Monde
ran an editorial titled “We Are All Americans.” 19 Similar sentiments were expressed across
Europe.
After that attack, for the first time—and to this date the only time—NATO invoked Article
V. Every nation in the alliance contributed to the NATO mission dedicated to defeating the
Taliban government of Afghanistan, which had provided safe haven to al Qaeda. At its
strongest, the NATO deployment in that country numbered "more than 130,000 strong
with troops from 51 NATO and partner nations." 20 Such solidarity did not last. President
George W. Bush’s subsequent move to invade Iraq divided the transatlantic world to a
degree that was not imaginable during the Cold War.
In the midst of this debate emerged Robert Kagan’s influential article “Power and
Weakness,” which argued that Americans and Europeans opposed to the Iraq and
Afghanistan plans were fundamentally different in their outlook on the world and their
capabilities for addressing global challenges. Kagan’s argument built a framework of
diverging U.S. and European worldviews that juxtaposed American hard power and
European soft power.
The Eastern European nations, many of whom had only recently joined NATO, were
particularly willing to contribute. From 2003 until 2014, Estonia (pop. 1.3 million) kept
around 150 soldiers in Afghanistan 21 and from 2005 until 2009, had around 40 servicemembers in Iraq. 22 At the high point of the five years its troops spent in Iraq, Poland had
2,500 troops serving; around 20 were killed. 23 200 of its soldiers remain stationed in
Afghanistan today, a number that may soon increase. 24 Romania has "more than 620
18 Francis T. Miko and Christian Froehlich, “Germany’s Role in Fighting Terrorism: Implications for U.S.
Policy,” Congressional Research Service, December 27, 2004, https://fas.org/irp/crs/RL32710.pdf.
19 Jean-Marie Colombani, “Nous sommes tous Américains,” Le Monde, September 13, 2001,
http://www.lemonde.fr/idees/article/2007/05/23/nous-sommes-tous-americains_913706_3232.html.
20 "NATO and Afghanistan,” North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Accessed 2 August 2017,
"http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/topics_8189.htm.
21 “Afghanistan,” Republic of Estonia Ministry of Foreign Affairs, December 15, 2014,
http://www.vm.ee/en/countries/afghanistan?display=relations.
22 “Estonia’s 34 troops withdrawn from Iraq,” CNN, January 22, 2009,
http://www.cnn.com/2009/WORLD/europe/01/22/estonia.troops/index.html?_s=pm:world.
23 Missy Ryan, “Polish Military Marks Close of Iraq Mission,” Reuters, October 4, 2008,
http://uk.reuters.com/article/us-iraq-poland-idUKTRE4931I420081004.
24 "Poland among NATO states to pledge more troops to Afghanistan," Radio Poland, September 11, 2017,
http://www.thenews.pl/1/10/Artykul/334416,Poland-among-NATO-states-to-pledge-more-troops-toAfghanistan.
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troops" in Afghanistan and through the years has seen 29 killed and more than 180
injured. 25
The human and financial costs of Iraq and Afghanistan that resulted from seemingly
endless miscalculations and a good dose of hubris progressively reduced European trust
in American wisdom. This view was most pronounced in Berlin, Paris, and Brussels, where
the foreign policy communities could legitimately say “we told you so.” But America’s
closest friends in Central and Eastern Europe also became less willing to accept the
pronouncements of American policymakers and experts.
In Europe, it was not just an increased mistrust of the American approach to security but
also the emergence of a new narrative in the early 2000s that emphasized the European
model as a superior approach to governance, wellbeing and international affairs. Mark
Leonard’s 2005 book, Why Europe will Run the 21st Century, 26 was one of the most
prominent of these books and articles. It articulated the notion that Europe’s soft power,
its emphasis on international cooperation, and its rejection of “nationalism” made it a
model of universal appeal that could and would be replicated in other parts of the world in
the coming years. Expressions of European ascendancy were a common part of the
transatlantic dialogue from 2004 to 2008 as the economies of Spain, Italy, Germany, and
the UK were booming. European policymakers in 2007 focused on global challenges like
climate change and the rise of China, but saw no immediate threats to the peace and
prosperity of Europe. Meanwhile, the United States was still mired in two conflicts, with
179,000 troops deployed. 27
On July 24, 2008, Senator Barack Obama, candidate for the presidency of the United
States, spoke to an eager crowd of 200,000 people in Berlin and outlined a future of U.S.
engagement in the world that not only rejected almost everything associated with the
outgoing Bush Administration, but also called for an America that should adopt distinctly
European policies. Rapprochement with Russia, greater effort on climate change, a belief
in international institutions, and a commitment to non-military means of settling disputes
all struck a chord with Obama’s German audience and, in many ways, set the tone for his
administration. 28 The tremendous hope that Western Europeans invested in Obama was
underscored by the surprising decision to give the new president the Nobel Peace Prize
during his first year in office. 29
By contrast, some parts of “new” Europe were suspicious of Obama from the start, in part
because of his seemingly accepting view of Russia. While his election in November of 2008
was a welcome development for Western Europeans who feared that Mr. Obama’s
25 "Wounded Romanian soldier dies in Afghanistan," AGERPRES, September 15, 2017,
https://www.agerpres.ro/english/2017/09/15/wounded-romanian-soldier-dies-in-afghanistan-16-58-26.
26 Mark Leonard, Why Europe will Run the 21st Century, (NY: Fourth Estate, 2005).
27 Tally taken in June 2007. Information from “American Forces in Afghanistan and Iraq,” The New York
Times, June 22, 2011, http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2011/06/22/world/asia/american-forces-inafghanistan-and-iraq.html?_r=0.
28 Barack Obama, “Obama’s Speech in Berlin” (speech, Berlin, Germany, July 24, 2008), The New York
Times, http://www.nytimes.com/2008/07/24/us/politics/24text-obama.html.
29 "The Nobel Peace Prize for 2009," Nobelprize.org, October 9, 2009,
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/peace/laureates/2009/press.html.
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Republican Party opponent, John McCain, would continue many of the Bush-era policies
that they had disliked, Eastern Europeans were skeptical.
Their fears were well warranted. Eager to “reset” relations with Russia—a move many in
Western Europe were enthusiastic about—the Obama Administration tried goodwill
gestures towards Moscow, raising more than a few eyebrows in Warsaw and Bratislava.
Just seven months after the Georgia-Russia War of August 2008, Secretary of State Hillary
Clinton presented Russian Foreign Minister Lavrov with a “Reset Button” meant to usher
in a new era of U.S.-Russian relations. 30 Obama’s subsequent trip to Moscow in July of
2009, followed by a decision in September to halt deployment of a missile defense shield
based in Poland and the Czech Republic, exacerbated the situation. At the same time, many
Central and Eastern European nations were beginning to feel that Russia was becoming
increasingly active in their region, promoting ethnic conflict, sowing disinformation,
financing upstart political parties, and aggressively expanding their espionage activities.
In July 2009, a group of Central European intellectuals and former government officials
signed an open letter to President Obama that questioned his administration’s
commitment to deterring Russian aggression in Europe’s east. After eight years of the Bush
Administration, in which the people who dominated the policy process had deep
professional and personal ties to the region, these countries had suddenly become part of
an undifferentiated “Europe,” where their sad history and recent triumphs had
comparatively little currency. The most pointed section of the letter read:
Twenty years after the end of the Cold War, however, we see that Central and Eastern
European countries are no longer at the heart of American foreign policy. As the new
Obama Administration sets its foreign-policy priorities, our region is one part of the world
that Americans have largely stopped worrying about. 31

In Western Europe, concern over Obama’s policies came a little later with the
administration’s 2011 declaration that the United States would pursue a “Pivot to Asia.”
Europeans understood this policy to mean that the United States was now going to turn
away from its old allies in Europe and focus on its new Asian friends and enemies. The
pillars that had upheld the post-WWII era of a United States actively engaged with its
European allies seemed at risk.
Europeans began to wonder if the president viewed European challenges as ones in which
the United States had a direct strategic interest. A long interview President Obama gave to
The Atlantic’s Jeffrey Goldberg, as well as later interviews by members of his senior staff,
indicated that the answer was a conditional “no.” 32 This conditionality was best displayed
when, after months of street protests, the president of Ukraine fled and Russia
In an eerily prescient mistranslation, the Russian language labeling on the button actually read
“Overload Button.”
31 Adamkus, Valdas, Martin Butora, Emil Constantinescu, Pavol Demes, Lubos Dobrovsky, Matyas Eorsi,
Istvan Gyarmati et al. "An open letter to the Obama administration from Central and Eastern Europe."
Gazeta Wyborcza, July 17, 2009. Accessed at http://www.icdt.hu/documents/projects/OpenLetter.pdf.
32 David Samuels, “The Aspiring Novelist Who Became Obama’s Foreign-Policy Guru,” New York Times,
May 5, 2016, http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/08/magazine/the-aspiring-novelist-who-becameobamas-foreign-policy-guru.html.
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immediately moved to annex the Crimean Peninsula. Although Russia then fomented,
financed, and supplied a separate war in Ukraine’s eastern regions, President Obama still
did not see Ukraine’s sovereignty as a direct strategic interest of the United States. Yet he
reserved the right to engage and even intervene in Europe should it be perceived to be
potentially useful for political or tactical reasons. It was the Obama Administration that
first placed economic sanctions on Russia in response to Ukraine, not Europeans, though
most of the cost of these sanctions was carried by European economies more intertwined
with Russia.
One other central element of the Obama approach to Europe was the decision to support,
almost unconditionally, German leadership and Chancellor Angela Merkel. The period of
crises that began in 2008 made Germany the de facto leader of Europe simply because
there was no other option. But it is also clear that Merkel and her government wanted to
assume a strong role in Europe and would have done so even without the turmoil and
challenges of 2008.
Over the next eight years, Germany’s vision and aspirations in Europe were closely
analyzed. 33 34 And in 2016, Germany itself, through a German Ministry of Defense a “white
paper,” proposed a much more assertive role for Berlin in this area. 35 Previous documents
had identified a German policy driven by values. The 2016 White Paper referred to a
strategy tied to values but driven by interests. 36 Such texts argued for a stronger and more
confident Germany that would be willing to sit in the “front row” of Europe.
The Obama administration’s embrace of Merkel was partly a reflection of Germany’s
ascendant position in Europe. But the choice was driven as well by a desire simply to
reduce the complications of dealing with multiple European leaders and institutions.
Better to have one-stop shopping, and better still if the store is the biggest and most
profitable in Europe. On issues like Ukraine or the Eurozone crisis, this impulse was
particularly visible. Furthermore, in times of rising populism and crises, Chancellor
Merkel’s leadership reflected a moderation and caution that appealed to the American
president.
The US-Germany relationship was not without its hitches, even after the dust from
disagreements over Iraq had settled. The revelation that the United States had been spying
Markus Kaim and Constanze Stelzenmüller, “New Power, New Responsibility: Elements of a German
Foreign and Security Policy for a Changing World,” German Marshall Fund and Stiftung Wissenschaft und
Politik, October 2013, http://www.gmfus.org/publications/new-power-new-responsibility-elementsgerman-foreign-and-security-policy-changing-world.
34 Markus Kaim and Constanze Stelzenmüller, “New Power, New Responsibility: Elements of a German
Foreign and Security Policy for a Changing World,” German Marshall Fund and Stiftung Wissenschaft und
Politik, October 2013, http://www.gmfus.org/publications/new-power-new-responsibility-elementsgerman-foreign-and-security-policy-changing-world.
35 German Federal Ministry of Defense, “White Paper 2016: On German Security Policy and the Future of
the Bundeswehr,” July 13, 2016,
https://www.bmvg.de/portal/a/bmvg/!ut/p/c4/04_SB8K8xLLM9MSSzPy8xBz9CP3I5EyrpHK9pNyydP1
wkHxOun5kap5-QW6uIwDwHf6z/.
36 Excellent analysis in John R. Deni, “Germany Embrace Realpolitik Once More,” War on the Rocks,
September 19, 2016, http://warontherocks.com/2016/09/germany-embraces-realpolitik-once-more/.
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on German officials, including Mrs. Merkel herself, stirred much outrage and accusations
that the US intelligence community had abused its powers.
The Obama strategy to “outsource” traditional American leadership to Germany also
exacerbated the already strong divisions and policy conflicts within Europe while
simultaneously heightening the sense in Paris, London, and Warsaw that the United States
had one foot out the door.
Within Europe, Germany’s increasing weight in nearly all deliberations has led to the
return of the “German question” as a central issue in European politics. A weak European
Commission and Council, French leadership in decline under previous presidents, and a
series of crises have made Germany the unofficial and reluctant leader of Europe and, by
extension, the driving force in European foreign policy, a role supported by Obama. Yet,
many member states grew uncomfortable with the strong position of Merkel and her
government. .
Southern Europe is still seething over how Wolfgang Schäuble, then Germany’s Finance
Minister, treated Greece in the context of the Eurozone crisis. Other Europeans view
Germany with caution because of its ambivalent and sometimes confusing stance towards
Russia. Still other countries question the legitimacy of German leadership because of
Merkel’s handling of the Syrian refugee crisis. Finally, memories of a less benign Germany
still have political and cultural purchase in countries like Poland. Continental solidarity
has been severely tested by each of these challenges as the search for a European solution
has begun slowly to collapse into multiple national or regional agendas.
In a historic 2011 speech in Berlin, then-Foreign Minister of Poland Radosław Sikorski
said, “I fear German power less than German inactivity.” 37 He made this statement as a
plea for strong German leadership to maintain the Eurozone, which he saw as the core
institution of Europe. The rest of Europe would still like German economic muscle to be
used to strengthen the basic institutions of the EU. But enthusiasm outside of Germany
for strong leadership from Berlin has declined markedly since then and not just because
Merkel’s government has taken positions that upset its neighbors. As one senior official
from a northern European country put it, “the divisions within the German government
on almost every important issue create confusion and concern among those countries that
should be Berlin’s biggest supporters.”
Not the least important limiting factor on German leadership has been Germany itself. For
historic and ideological reasons, “leadership” has been a sensitive topic in Germany
throughout the post-war period. Both public institutions and many private ones have
complex governance structures that limit the power of senior officials and management.
This concern over the exercise and use of power extends to the general public. Germans
want to be “normal” but they don’t necessarily want to be “powerful.” In a Europe where
German influence is not easily checked, German experts and leaders on the Left ask
whether their country is really able to assume the leadership of Europe. After the Brexit
Financial Times, November 28, 2011, https://www.ft.com/content/b753cb42-19b3-11e1ba5d-00144feabdc0#axzz1f5zVcIE9.
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vote, Norbert Röttgen, a prominent Bundestag member and a key figure in Merkel’s CDU,
wrote an essay in the Financial Times entitled “Let Germany Bring Europe Back
Together.” 38 As the title suggests, he argued that only Germany could hold the EU together
and fend off the forces of renationalization. His piece was controversial in many parts of
Europe—but especially in Berlin. While the establishment applauded Röttgen’s argument,
many on the left and right of German politics saw it as contrary to the implicit German
policy of engagement with other major countries on purely equal terms. In the same vein,
the new White Paper on defense set off significant criticism on the German left regarding
“remilitarization” and the wisdom of altering the status quo in such an especially sensitive
area.
Germany may be the only viable source of leadership in Europe today, but its ability to
supply the vision and political capital necessary to address the EU’s central challenges and
threats is limited. Nor will the United States bring about unequivocal German leadership
of Europe by pretending that this problem of leadership does not exist.
The Crucibles of Libya and Syria
The 2011 intervention in Libya might have established a precedent for successful
transatlantic cooperation on security matters. Instead, many on both sides consider it a
failure or mistake. When asked what his worst foreign policy error was, President Obama
named Libya: “Probably failing to plan for the day after, what I think was the right thing
to do, in intervening in Libya.” 39 He was more blunt in an interview with The Atlantic’s
Jeffrey Goldberg—“[I]]t didn’t work” 40—and appeared to lay blame mostly with America’s
free-riding European allies:
The way I looked at it was that it would be our problem if, in fact, complete chaos and civil
war broke out in Libya. But this is not so at the core of U.S. interests that it makes sense
for us to unilaterally strike against the Qaddafi regime. At that point, you’ve got Europe
and a number of Gulf countries that despise Qaddafi, or are concerned on a humanitarian
basis, who are calling for action. But what has been a habit over the last several decades
in these circumstances is people pushing us to act but then showing an unwillingness to
put any skin in the game.

In March 2011, in response to the Qaddafi regime’s brutal crackdown on its Arab Springinspired opposition, and acting under the authority of United Nations Security Council
resolution 1973, a NATO-led coalition intervened in Libya, enforcing an arms embargo,
establishing a no-fly zone, and eventually conducting air strikes against Qaddaficontrolled military targets. The intervention ended after the death of Qaddafi in October.
At the time, this NATO operation was described by the Obama administration as an
example of “leadership from behind”: the United States promoting policies for which its
allies would assume principal ownership. Nicolas Sarkozy and David Cameron had been
38 Norbert Röttgen, “Let Germany bring Europe back together,” Financial Times, June 26, 2016,
https://www.ft.com/content/6592740e-3a31-11e6-a780-b48ed7b6126f.
39 http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-36013703
40 https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/04/the-obama-doctrine/471525/
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at the political and diplomatic forefront of the push for intervention, making their case in
Washington. Yet the operation itself revealed the limits of burden sharing, both military
and political. European allies participating in the strikes quickly ran short of munitions41
and relied heavily on the United States for air refuelling. More importantly, the lack of
commitment to long-term political reconstruction ensured a period of post-conflict chaos
and weak or non-existent local government that persists to this day. Strong arguments can
and have been made that the intervention itself was well justified on humanitarian
grounds. 42 And it is not our place here to discuss the ultimate consequences of the
operation for Libya itself, for stability in North Africa generally (with the rise of ISIS or Al
Qaeda in the Sahel), or for non-proliferation efforts broadly construed (as the Libyan
regime had voluntarily dismantled its WMD programs before the war began). But it is
beyond question that policymakers on both sides of the Atlantic do not today view this
operation as a successful example of transatlantic cooperation. President Macron,
reflecting a growing body of opinion in France, which had been the primary diplomatic
driver of the NATO effort, has openly stated that the considers the intervention a mistake.
It is the ongoing crisis in Syria that has most starkly revealed differences in perception and
priorities between the United States and Europe—and, more importantly, the fragility of
the European Union. The Obama White House looked at Syria as a humanitarian tragedy
and saw little prospect for decisive US intervention. Europeans faced a much more
existential challenge. Enormous refugee flows and new terrorist threats fueled populism
at home and strained EU borders, presenting one of the greatest strategic challenges to
Europe since the end of the Cold War. But this did not alter the calculation in Washington.
As war raged in Syria, and the world was horrified by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s
use of chemical weapons and barrel bombs on his own citizens, Obama drew “red lines”
that he warned Damascus not to cross. When they were crossed, those red lines were
forgotten, and the administration chose to cooperate with Russia on a (very questionable)
chemical disarmament from the Assad regime. 43 Such indecision in Washington was the
cause of great distress for a French leadership that had already prepared its air forces to
join the U.S. in an anticipated intervention. Yet neither the French nor any other European
government seriously considered intervening on their own. Even with its reliability in
obvious question, American leadership was still considered a prerequisite for action. After
the November 2015 terrorist attacks in Paris, President François Hollande flew to
Washington to request a more forceful American involvement in Syria. While he received
sympathy from the president behind closed doors, he was unable to budge a reluctant
Obama to alter course.
The Obama administration favored an approach dubbed “strategic patience,” as defined in
its 2015 National Security Strategy. 44 While showing a form of realist skepticism towards
41 https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/nato-runs-short-on-some-munitions-inlibya/2011/04/15/AF3O7ElD_story.html?utm_term=.cadce130f96e
42 See Shadi Hamid, https://www.brookings.edu/blog/markaz/2016/04/12/everyone-says-the-libyaintervention-was-a-failure-theyre-wrong/ or Jean-Baptsite Jeangene Vilmer :
https://grotius.fr/l’intervention-militaire-justifiee-par-des-raisons-humanitaires-de-la-libye-a-la-syrie/
43 See: “Q&A: Syria chemical weapons disarmament deal,” BBC News, January 30, 2014,
http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-23876085
44 See: “The 2015 National Security Strategy,” The White House, February 6, 2015,
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/docs/2015_national_security_strategy_2.pdf.
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the use of military force, the administration seemed animated by a belief that long-term
economic, technological, and normative trends favored U.S. interests. 45 America, in other
words, was on “the right side of history” and could only endanger its position by
overstretch and overreaction to events. Paradoxically, this exaggeratedly prudent
approach put Washington in a reactive position, responding slowly, if at all, to events in
Ukraine, and progressively feeling the negative impact of its hands-off policy in Syria.
Despite having vocally opposed many of the foreign policy moves that Obama made during
his own presidency, Donald Trump has not shown himself to be very different. Like
Obama, he is far more interested in domestic politics and sees foreign policy as a realm in
which the United States has spent far too much time and money unnecessarily asserting
itself. While Europeans see Trump’s rhetoric as uncouth, the opposite of Obama’s
elegance, the new president’s instincts about American power are actually quite similar to
Obama’s. Like Obama, Trump believes that the United States should refocus its energies
at home, stop acting as the world’s policeman, and have Europe assume greater
responsibility for its own problems. True, their differences cannot be reduced to matters
of style: Whereas Obama responded to skepticism over US leadership with engagement in
multilateral forums, Trump favors a unilateral, zero-sum-game approach to world
competition. But both presidents’ policies reflect a deeper doubt over America’s role on
the world stage, a view shared by a large chunk of the U.S. electorate after the failures of
the Iraq war and the financial crisis of 2008-09.
Despite these apparent philosophical similarities, Trump’s election sent tremors of fear
through European capitals. During his campaign, Trump regularly expressed skepticism
about America’s role in NATO, an institution he called “obsolete” in light of the allies’ low
defense spending and purported preoccupation with Russia at the expense of antiterrorism initiatives. 46 The new president promised to put “America First” and repeatedly
discussed building closer ties with Moscow. Since taking office, Trump’s public statements
and policy actions on these topics have rarely been in concert and often contradict each
other, only adding to European nervousness—and encouraging European governments to
push back ever more vocally against U.S. decisions that they dislike.
Trump is hardly the first U.S. leader to voice similar criticism of Europe. Obama accused
France and the United Kingdom, America’s oldest and closest allies on the continent, of
being “free riders” in the context of post-conflict reconstruction in Libya, and he generally
showed less enthusiasm than had his predecessors for regular cooperation with his
European counterparts (Angela Merkel excepted). 47
45 This was symbolized by recurrent quasi-Hegelian references by the President and his spokespersons to
the sense of History and what kind of international behavior (territorial invasions, terrorism, etc.) ought
and ought not to belong to the 21st Century. After the murder of journalist Jim Foley by ISIS, President
Obama stated: “One thing we can all agree on is that a group like ISIL has no place in the 21st century.”
See: “Statement by the President,” The White House, August 20, 2014,
https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/the-press-office/2014/08/20/statement-president.
46 “'This Week' Transcript: Donald Trump and Sen. Bernie Sanders,” ABC News, March 27, 2016,
http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/week-transcript-donald-trump-sen-bernie-sanders/story?id=37949498.
47 Jeffrey Goldberg interview in “The Obama Doctrine,” The Atlantic Monthly, April 2016,
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/04/the-obama-doctrine/471525/#6.
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Despite regular pledges of transatlantic solidarity on both continents, one can detect a
growing disenchantment among Europeans with the United States, its values, its economic
model, and its security and intelligence practices. Questions about American spying,
concerns about the use of drones for targeted strikes, and disappointment over U.S.
opposition to the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) are just a few
examples of how hesitant many European policymakers are to embrace America as firmly
as in the past. President Trump's decision to withdraw from the Paris Climate Accord, as
well as his rhetoric about refugees and immigrants, has only exacerbated this hesitancy.
In sum, there are now enough fissures and tensions within the transatlantic alliance to
suggest that its past achievements may be hard to replicate in the future. These current
difficulties cannot be attributed simply to “Trump”—or any other individual leader.
Rather, they are the product of genuinely diverging strategic outlooks. President Obama’s
“pivot to Asia” certainly suggested that he saw America’s long-term strategic interests
centered someplace other than Europe. President Trump, too, seems to view China as the
major U.S. concern, with Europe as a marginal player at best, and a needy distraction from
the “real issues” at worst. Europe, for its part, is experiencing a “return of history” and
suddenly finds itself preoccupied with a host of external threats and internal challenges
for which U.S. help is wanted but cannot be expected for sure, as Americans remain
preoccupied with other matters at home and abroad.
In the past, conflicts within the U.S.-European relationship centered on key strategic and
tactical questions: How far should détente go with the Soviet Union? Should nucleararmed missiles be deployed in Europe? Should Germany be reunited and allowed to
become the central power of Europe? As difficult as these issues were, all parties involved
felt an imperative to find common ground in order to preserve the alliance, and build a
Europe that would at last be “whole and free.” 48
Today’s dynamic is very different. The great common goal that once animated the
relationship has become increasingly hard to detect. The relationship has become
asymmetric, with a Europe of limited capabilities facing significant and immediate threats,
and the United States feeling relatively safe and uninterested in jeopardizing that security.
Europeans want the assistance they have previously received, but Americans seem no
longer sure that they want to provide it. And even should that help arrive, Europeans are
not so certain they are prepared to abide by American terms.

President George H. W. Bush, “A Europe Whole and Free,” US Diplomatic Mission to Germany, May 31,
1989, https://usa.usembassy.de/etexts/ga6-890531.htm
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Chapter 2: Europe’s Challenges
As we conducted interviews for this report during 2016 and 2017, the foreign and security
policy environments in the United States and Europe grew increasingly complicated and
challenging. In the U.S., the Obama Doctrine of restraint and caution regarding
international engagement seemed to have been replaced with the socialist pacifism of
Bernie Sanders and the earthy nationalism of Donald Trump. In Europe, populist politics
and the weakening of key transnational institutions have produced a similar effect: a
strong focus on domestic politics and an almost fatalistic view of the ability of Europeans
to intervene successfully beyond their immediate borders. This was the backdrop as we
met with the people who shape foreign policy in both Europe and the United States.
Among our European interlocutors, there was broad agreement on the principal
challenges and threats facing Europe. Most commonly cited were Russian aggression,
domestic terrorism, waves of refugees, Middle Eastern and North African instability, and
weak economic growth across large parts of the continent. The election of Emmanuel
Macron in France has stirred hope for European reform, and at least avoided a result that
could have produced the collapse of the European Union, but the strong AFD showing in
Germany and the victory of Five Stars in Italy (which has since formed a coalition
government with the Northern League) all make clear that Europe’s dangers are hardly
passed.
The shortcomings of European institutions, the British decision to exit the EU, and the rise
of populist parties on the left and right of the political spectrum were also frequently
mentioned. There are deep disagreements about which of these problems and challenges
should be at the top of the list—and even deeper disagreements about how exactly to tackle
specific threats. Nevertheless, there is a general consensus about what ails Europe and
what poses a threat to its prosperity and stability in the coming years.
The End of the End of History
As Barack Obama assumed the presidency in 2009, he faced pressing challenges: the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan, the hunt for Al Qaeda’s leaders, China’s increasing assertiveness,
and the gravest financial crisis since World War II. Europe seemed stable, peaceful—
boring even—though not exactly prosperous. Whether celebrated as a soft-power model
that would “run the 21th century” or mocked as “post-modern Kantian paradise,” the
European Union seemed a quintessentially post-historical enterprise.
But as Donald Trump took office in 2017, the European picture looked much bleaker.
Europe faced a convergence of external and domestic threats, fueling each other in a
centrifugal dynamic that continues to affect the sustainability and stability of the EU
project and the continent as a whole. None of these problems—even all of them together—
are nearly so grave as those Europe confronted only half a century ago. But the speed at
which the European situation has deteriorated over the past few years should rule out any
complacency.
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Nearly all our interlocutors were pessimistic about their own countries, about Europe and
European institutions generally, and about the future of the transatlantic relationship.
Some even worried that the rule-based international system “wouldn’t survive without the
transatlantic alliance,” which they were convinced was under severe strain. 49 Not so long
ago, the common outlook of most Europeans about their future was positive and even
triumphant. 50 An American interviewer in the mid-2000s would have heard endless
comparisons between Europe and the United States, with the latter rarely coming out on
top. The inequality of American life, the lack of sophisticated public infrastructure, and the
barbarism of the death penalty would have been stacked against the enlightened practices
and policies of Europe. Similarly, some would have pointed out that many people around
the world harbor tremendous mistrust and even hatred of the United States, but view
Europe as a benign power willing to lend its support for a better world.
Whether in one-on-one interviews or in more public settings, it was hard for us to find
anything like the bullishness so common in 2004 or 2005. The cascade of crises, beginning
with the financial downturn in 2008, has eroded the confidence of many European leaders
and influential thinkers. Some still expressed long-term optimism, saying: “Europe always
comes out stronger from crises” or “the EU will be a model again in twenty years.” Others
thought that the current low state of European solidarity and enthusiasm presented an
opportunity to galvanize member states for an even deeper and more integrated union.
Nevertheless, almost everyone we spoke to was glum to grim about the present and nearterm prospects for their home countries and for Europe. Even the Germans, despite their
solid economy and correspondingly heavy continental influence, were surprisingly
restrained about their country’s future. As one prominent political leader put it, “We
(Germany) are being asked to lead a broken Europe simply because we are relatively
stronger economically than the other major nations.”
How can a group of countries that recently celebrated the unqualified success of their
union become have become so quickly and seriously disillusioned? Some analysts suggest
that European integration was a misguided idea to begin with and disappointment was
therefore inevitable. But a simpler and probably fairer assessment of the evidence suggests
that such pessimism is better attributed to the truly extraordinary collection of crises that
Europeans have lately been forced to confront.
The Institutional Crisis: Euro and Schengen
Today’s crises have not appeared out of a vacuum. For more than seven years, the
European Union has struggled with a lingering financial crisis that has revealed serious
flaws in the Euro zone and, more broadly, low competitiveness in many of its economies.
Monetary union following the 1992 Maastricht Treaty was initially hailed as one of the
EU’s greatest successes. It made German reunification more tolerable to France and the
United Kingdom by pegging the German Mark to the rest of the continent’s currencies.
From author interviews.
See, for example: “Presidency Conclusions of the Brussels European Council (8/9 March 2007)”, Council
of the European Union, May 2, 2007,
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cms_Data/docs/pressData/en/ec/93135.pdf.
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The Euro initially replaced 14 national currencies in 1999 with the hope it would eventually
lead to converging fiscal and budgetary policies. But such convergence has yet to occur.
As many economists noted from the outset, the Eurozone does not have the optimal
attributes of a single-currency area, like fiscal redistribution mechanisms and effective
labor mobility, to help address asymmetric shocks. Over the past few decades, Americans
have been three times more likely than Europeans to relocate for work reasons. 51 National
planning in the United States assumes that state contributions to the federal budget will
fluctuate in accordance with local economic conditions, thereby allowing for implicit
federal redistribution in times of crisis. Europe enjoys no comparable system. Moreover,
in Europe, by making external devaluation impossible, the euro has hampered the ability
of countries to respond to the crisis by depriving them of the possibility of restoring
competitiveness other than through a policy of extreme austerity in spending (internal
devaluation).
Almost all Europeans we spoke with agreed that the financial and banking crisis of 2008
undermined the confidence and reduced the capabilities of Europe in facing the threats
and challenges that subsequently emerged. In many ways, Europe’s wealth was its most
potent weapon in the years before the financial crisis. In Spain, Italy, Greece, and other
countries in the southern tier of the continent, cheap and easy credit had helped produce
a broad middle-class in the preceding decade. 52 In northern Europe, both large countries
like Germany and small ones like Latvia had enjoyed robust economic growth and low
unemployment. The 2008 crisis affected these countries differently. German banking
became shaky but the German economy remained relatively strong. Greece and Spain, on
the other hand, experienced failing financial institutions, rapidly rising unemployment, 53
and declining household incomes. 54 Poland was the only EU country to escape negative
economic growth during this period. 55 Even if the United States was to blame for the
debacle, as many in France, Germany and elsewhere charged, this acute situation rattled
the confidence of Europeans and pushed domestic economic issues to the center of
national political debates.

51 See Raven Molloy, Christopher L. Smith, and Abigail Wozniak, “Internal Migration in the United States,”
The Journal of Economic Perspectives; Nashville 25, no. 3 (Summer 2011): 173–96,
http://www.ingentaconnect.com/content/aea/jep/2011/00000025/00000003/art00009.
52 Jonathan Hopkin, “The Troubled Southern Periphery: The Euro Experience in Italy and Spain,” in The
Future of the Euro, edited by Matthias Matthijs and Mark Blyth, (NY: Oxford University Press, 2015), p.
161-186.
53 Thomas Klitgaard and Ayşegül Şahin, “The Different Paths of Greece and Spain to High Unemployment,”
Federal Reserve Bank of New York, November 28, 2012,
http://libertystreeteconomics.newyorkfed.org/2012/11/the-different-paths-of-greece-and-spain-to-highunemployment.html.
54 “Income Inequality Update: Rising inequality: youth and poor fall further behind,” OECD Directorate for
Employment, Labour and Social Affairs, June 2014, p. 2, https://www.oecd.org/els/soc/inequalitypublications.htm.
55 Marcin Piatkowski, “How Poland Became Europe’s Growth Champion: Insights from the Successful
Post-Socialist Transition,” February 11, 2015, The Brookings Institution,
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/future-development/2015/02/11/how-poland-became-europes-growthchampion-insights-from-the-successful-post-socialist-transition/.
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Issues of banking and finance don’t explain all of Europe’s economic woes, however. While
Germany still benefits from labor market reforms initiated by former Chancellor Schröder
in the mid-2000s and its specialization in exports of high-end manufactured products,
most European countries have not embarked on the path necessary to fully modernize
their economies. Since 2008, yearly overall growth in Eurozone Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) has never been higher than 2.1 percent. 56 Even a large economy like that of France,
despite high productivity and an especially well-educated work force, still suffers from
chronically high unemployment—9.4 percent in 2017, and 23.4 percent for youth under
25—due to a rigid labor market complex tax system. 57 Former Italian Prime Minister
Matteo Renzi started to push the Italian economy toward labor reform, deregulation, and
tax cuts, but was forced to resign after calling a hazardous referendum on constitutional
revisions in November 2016.
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That high-water mark was reached in 2010, when GDP growth was at 2.1 percent. For full statistics, see:
"Real GDP Growth Rate—Volume," Eurostat, January 2017,
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/products-datasets/-/tec00115&lang=en.
57
See “Unemployment Rate Indicator,” OECD, 2017,
https://data.oecd.org/unemp/unemployment-rate.htm#indicator-chart, and “Youth unemployment rate,”
OECD, 2017, https://data.oecd.org/unemp/youth-unemployment-rate.htm#indicator-chart.
58 “Household disposable income,” Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development,
https://data.oecd.org/hha/household-disposable-income.htm.
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Emmanuel Macron has made Eurozone reform a centerpiece of his agenda. In a speech at
Sorbonne university 59 in September 2017, he laid out his plan for a Europe that would
“protect” its citizens. Macron’s proposed reforms, which include a Eurozone finance
minister and financial transfers, have yet to convince a reluctant Berlin. While the Grand
Coalition assembled between Merkel’s CDU and the SPD may eventually help budge
Germany into embracing deeper European economic integration, for the moment
consensus over meaningful reform remains elusive.
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Another central pillar of European construction has been under duress over the past few
years: the Schengen free movement area. The refugee crisis and terrorist attacks have
stirred calls for a return to more controlled national borders. As one analyst put it: “What
began as a moral drama turned into a political one as Europe seemed to lose control of its
borders.” A German-brokered deal provided Turkey with financial support in return for
closure of Turkish refugee routes to Europe. The closing of the Balkan route has stemmed
the flow of migrants, and European leaders have bolstered resources for border control
and rescue missions. But the refugee crisis created serious doubt over the EU’s ability to
http://www.elysee.fr/declarations/article/initiative-pour-l-europe-discours-d-emmanuel-macron-pourune-europe-souveraine-unie-democratique/
60 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
https://data.oecd.org/unemp/unemployment-rate.htm;
http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/nui/submitViewTableAction.do.
59
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handle such a challenge in a united and controlled manner. Populist leaders like Hungary’s
Viktor Orban have stridently opposed the European Union’s refugee quota system, using
the crisis to cement their political power and justify similarly illiberal measures at home.
The Euro and Schengen crises are exacerbated by an identical structural problem: in both
cases, common instruments were created for a noble political reason, to bolster European
integration, but little or no provision was made for effective enforcement. Europe
continues to suffer from a weak and hotly disputed border control policy. And the
Eurozone still lacks effective instruments for budgetary coordination, financial transfers,
and countercyclical intervention—or sanctions for countries that fail to comply with
Stability and Growth Pact rules governing debt levels and deficits.
Both the Euro and Schengen systems were based on the idea that common instruments
would lead to shared interests and leadership, rather than the other way around. Instead,
these crises have forced European leaders to grapple with concepts they thought they were
progressively overcoming: borders and identity. When they have failed to do so, others—
on the political fringes—have stepped up with a very different political agenda.
The Identity Crisis: Integration and the Rise of Populism
The inability of liberal centrist politicians to produce effective solutions to Europe’s
multiple current crises has provided an opportunity for populist insurgencies that now
shape political conversation all over the continent. Although local factors contributed to
the rise of these movements in each specific country, a general trend is unmistakable. In
2014, the Front National (FN) won the European Parliamentary elections in France (with
24.99 percent of the vote), the first time it had ever earned a national election plurality. 61
The FN's leader Marine Le Pen made it to the second round of France's presidential
elections in 2017, though she was then soundly defeated by the centrist liberal Emmanuel
Macron. 62 In Germany, Alternative für Deutschland (AfD), an explicitly right-wing party
with populist tendencies, stunned the political establishment in 2016 by finishing ahead
of Angela Merkel’s Christian Democratic Union (CDU) in her home state of MecklenburgVorpommern, and it won entry to parliament in 2017. In Italy (5 Stars and Northern
League), Austria (Freedom Party or FPÖ), Hungary (Fidesz and Jobbik), Poland (Law and
Justice), Greece (Syriza and Golden Dawn), Slovakia (People’s Party Our Slovakia), and
Germany (AfD and Die Linke), illiberal far-left and far-right movements have achieved
local or national office. In March 2018, the 5 Star Movement won a plurality in the Italian
parliamentary election and has since formed a coalition government with the Northern
League.
These movements must not be conflated. Some, like Hungary’s Jobbik or Greece’s Golden
Dawn, have clear fascistic tendencies: they are anti-Semitic, racist, and prone to
conspiracy theories. Others present themselves as more traditional conservative or leftist
61 “Résultats des élections européennes 2014,” Parlement européen, September 22, 2014,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/elections2014-results/fr/country-results-fr-2014.html.
62 Sean Clark and Josh Holder, "French presidential election May 2017 – full second round results and
analysis," The Guardian, May 26, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/world/nginteractive/2017/may/07/french-presidential-election-results-latest.
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movements and therefore could, potentially at least, be moderated through inclusive
cooptation by political elites. Yet these parties have in common a clear Euroscepticism,
and many are strongly anti-American.
To be sure, this is not a uniquely European phenomenon: Disruptions wrought by
globalization have given rise to calls for economic protectionism and a reembrace of
traditional institutions all over the world. In the case of Europe however, populism is both
a symptom and an accelerator of existing security and institutional crises. By arguing for
nationalist solutions (drop the Euro; leave NATO; return to national immigration policies),
European populist movements are affecting countries’ ability to work together.
On the brighter side, European leaders are starting to take note of this problem and have
begun investing in solutions, though they are so far largely restricted to emergency
management tools rather than deeper structural reforms. The Eurozone crisis thus led to
the creation of common fiscal instruments (like the European Stability Mechanism) to
provide marginally better economic coordination, but much remains to be done to ensure
an effective monetary union. 63 Emmanuel Macron’s electoral victory over the National
Front seemed momentarily to stem the tide of populism in France, while Angela Merkel’s
reelection (despite the historically high AFD vote) could open the way to moderate
optimism about further European integration. Despite renewed energy in Europe and
moderately improved growth in the Eurozone, European leaders still have to prove that
EU institutions can protect citizens and respond to their economic and security needs. The
difficulty in forming a new German parliamentary coalition has underscored the weak
state of many European governments.
The Security Crisis: Radicalism and Russia
A series of terror attacks affecting France, Belgium, and Germany has revealed alarming
pockets of jihadism within European societies. Jihadists are exploiting disaffected youths,
the ubiquitous presence of radical material online, and gaps in cooperation among
European intelligence agencies.
This is not the first time that European societies have faced the threat of terrorism, nor is
this phase more violent than the previous ones. 64 Yet while there have recently been fewer
attacks and casualties than in years like 1972 and 1974—when the Irish Republican Army
(IRA), Basque nationalist Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA), the Red Army Faction, and other
such groups wreaked havoc on the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy, and Germany 65—the link
to Islamic fundamentalism and especially to Syria-based ISIS (also called Daesh) makes
the current terrorist threat fundamentally different. The IRA and ETA, at least, had clear
demands and were eventually willing to consider nonviolent means for achieving them.
The same is not true for the new, religiously driven combatants who are committed to
violence in pursuit of a utopian goal.
For more, see the website of the European Stability Mechanism at http://www.esm.europa.eu/.
Emma Luxton, “Is Terrorism in Europe at a Historical High?” World Economic Forum, March 24, 2016,
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/03/terrorism-in-europe-at-historical-high/.
65 Emma Luxton, “Is terrorism in Europe at a historical high?,” World Economic Forum, March 24, 2016,
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/03/terrorism-in-europe-at-historical-high/.
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The current wave of European terror has an apocalyptic and suicidal tendency that the
aforementioned separatist or Marxist struggles generally lacked, and its self-proclaimed
religious motivation has exacerbated tensions over Muslim immigration to the continent.
The violence may reflect a generational revolt against established European institutional
and cultural arrangements that has found expression through Islam. It may instead be the
result of a broader trend toward radicalization. In either case, however, the phenomenon
appears still to be in its early stages and the threat it poses will require much greater transnational security cooperation and a resilient, clear-eyed response from European civil
society. 66
It was possible in 2004 and 2005 to write off the attacks in Madrid and the London
bombings as the price of an ill-advised European collaboration with the United States in
Iraq. Even the attacks against Jewish targets in 2012 and 2014 could be explained away by
the unresolved state of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. But the series of violent plots since
then—in Paris, Brussels, Nice, and elsewhere—appear to have significantly altered the
European outlook on terrorism, even in countries that have not yet experienced it firsthand.
Europe’s other major security challenge
today involves the reappearance of a
combative Russia, which has already, at
the very least, proven the limits of
possible Western “partnerships” with
Moscow, especially in its immediate
neighborhood on Europe’s eastern
frontier. 67 Strong Russian opposition to
further expansion of NATO in 2008 at
the Bucharest Summit—and even its
war with Georgia that same year—could
be explained away as products of an
overly ambitious vision for Europe
created largely by the United States. But
the conflict in Ukraine and the
subsequent invasion and annexation of
Crimea was of a different order. Even
Europeans inclined to interpret Russian
intentions and actions as benignly as
possibly were brought up short by such
brazen aggression.
Russia’s incursion into Ukraine, the
first forcible seizure of territory in Europe since the end of World War II, has reignited fear
66 Olivier Roy and Gilles Kepel in France have come to embody the two faces of this debate. See: Adam
Nossiter, “‘That Ignoramus’: 2 French Scholars of Radical Islam Turn Bitter Rivals,” The New York Times,
July 12, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/13/world/europe/france-radical-islam.html?_r=0.
67 Angela E. Stent, “The Limits of Partnership: U.S.-Russian Relations in the Twenty-First Century,2014.
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over the vulnerabilities of NATO’s eastern flank. Many analysts have already noted the
risks posed by anti-access/area-denial capabilities lately developed by Russia 68 and by the
propaganda assault 69 leveled at European public opinion, sometimes through the
opportunistic funding of anti-American movements. 70 The July 2014 downing of a jetliner
flying from Amsterdam to Malaysia and Moscow’s subsequent lies about its involvement
in the incident further reinforced European awareness that Russia had reemerged as a
security issue.
Nevertheless, Europeans have widely varying perceptions about the degree to which
Russia poses a serious threat. The Baltic countries, Poland, and Sweden, consider it a very
serious threat indeed, and want concerted responsive action by the EU and NATO. By
contrast, many Western Europeans and some Central Europeans, while troubled by
Russian aggression, are not so enthusiastic about any strong response. Europe continues
to support sanctions on Russia, but that support seems to be weakening in Greece and
Italy, for example, and Hungary and Slovakia have both made efforts to revive and expand
their collaboration with Russia on
energy and other issues.
NATO presents a related but separate
set of issues. The ongoing dominance
of the United States masks the
tensions within an institution that was
designed to repel an armed invasion
from the Soviet Union and now must
manage a very different environment
featuring threats from cyber-attacks,
sophisticated propaganda through
social media, and hybrid warfare.
It was striking how rarely our
interlocutors saw NATO as a serious
solution to Europe’s many problems.
On the eve of the 2016 Warsaw
Summit, one experienced political
leader described these biennial
meetings as something akin to revival
meetings for the faithful. He then
smiled and said that, like conventional
68 Iskander Rehman, “Great Power Rivalry: Anti-Access and the Threat to the Liberal Order,” War on the
Rocks, October 13, 2015, https://warontherocks.com/2015/10/great-power-rivalry-anti-access-and-thethreat-to-the-liberal-order/.
69 Peter Pomerantsev and Michael Weiss, “The Menace of Unreality: How the Kremlin Weaponizes
Information, Culture and Money,” The Interpreter, November 22, 2014,
http://www.interpretermag.com/the-menace-of-unreality-how-the-kremlin-weaponizes-informationculture-and-money/.
70 Ivo Oliveira, “National Front Seeks Russian Cash for Election Fight,” POLITICO, February 19, 2016,
http://www.politico.eu/article/le-pen-russia-crimea-putin-money-bank-national-front-seeks-russiancash-for-election-fight/.
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churches in Europe, there are fewer and fewer true believers. At the same time, interest in
European defense initiatives of various kinds has grown as Germany and other countries
consider how to address the specific threats to Europe.
In parts of Europe, there are still “true believers” in NATO’s Article V. But their faith is
fading, as there is more debate about the meaning of this all-important element of NATO
and more evidence that many Europeans themselves would be quite hesitant to send
their troops to protect a member-state under attack. If one adds to this uncertainty the
open questioning of NATO’s value to the United States by Donald Trump, one can
understand why the trust of a Latvian or an Estonian in the power of NATO might be
diminished. The deployment of four NATO brigades to northeastern Europe may be
reassuring, but it is not nearly the level of deterrence that these countries really want. For
others, however, the imperative is a lower-profile NATO that Russia would consider less
provocative. Many in Germany, France, and other countries of Western Europe share
this perspective—along with an increasing number of people in “New Europe.” Part of the
wish for reduced tensions with Russia has already been granted as the United States,
beginning with the Obama Administration, has continued to lead NATO but in a less
demanding, less involved, and arguably less “strident” manner than in previous years.
German interlocutors were very direct about their hope that American rhetoric toward
Russia—“saber rattling,” as former German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter Steinmeier
put it—would become more modulated. 71
European Defense Capabilities
Beyond radicalism and Russian revanchism, Europeans will face an increasing arc of
instability on their periphery in the coming years, warranting increased investment in
defense. From the long-term consequences of the Syrian war to the security vacuum in
Libya and potential hot spots in the Balkans and North Africa, security challenges are
certain to be plentiful. The EU has begun a conversation about its lack of resources and
emphasis on such regions, as demonstrated by the recently published EU Global Strategy,
with its focus on the neighborhood, and its call for increased defense spending by most
member countries. 72 But a real reckoning over growing American reluctance to
compensate for European shortages in such theaters has yet to take place.
For many years, most of Europe has reduced defense spending on hardware, personnel,
and training. 73 Some areas suffered more than others. For example, there was a sharp
reduction in European naval capabilities during the 1990s and 2000s. 74 Similarly,
71 Burkhard Uhlenbroich, "Steinmeier kritisiert Nato-Manöver in Osteuropa," Der Bild am Sonntag, June
18, 2016, http://www.bild.de/politik/ausland/dr-frank-walter-steinmeier/kritisiert-nato-maneuver-undfordert-mehr-dialog-mit-russland-46360604.bild.html#fromWall.
72 See: "Shared Vision, Common Action: A Stronger Europe | A Global Strategy for the European Union's
Foreign and Security Policy," European Union Global Strategy (June
2016), https://europa.eu/globalstrategy/sites/globalstrategy/files/pages/files/eugs_review_web_13.pdf.
73 Sam Jones, “Defence spending by Nato’s Europe states up as uncertainty rises,” Financial Times, May
30, 2016, https://www.ft.com/content/e0058620-259d-11e6-8ba3-cdd781d02d89.
74 David S. Yost, “The NATO capabilities gap and the European Union,” Survival 42, no. 4 (Winter 20002001): p. 97-128,
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European air forces were not modernized and maintained at a level that would allow them
to play a significant role in arenas like Syria. In particular, the lack of air-transport
capabilities forced Europeans to rely on the U.S. in many out-of-area situations. But the
issue was not simply about equipment on hand. While the U.S. was making dramatic
improvements in drones and other weapons systems, much of Europe lagged behind in
procurement and in research and development. 75
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Beyond hardware, another European limitation is the number and quality of personnel
who can engage in the most sophisticated forms of modern warfare. Given the post-Cold
War assumption that Europe did not face any real threats and that military force would
largely be used in limited ways to support U.S.-led and dominated actions, European
countries stopped investing in recruiting and training the people necessary to operate and
guide new weaponry and new means for gathering intelligence. The UK and France did,
however, do better than other countries like Germany. 76

http://calhoun.nps.edu/bitstream/handle/10945/38796/inc_yost_nato_capabilities_2001.pdf?sequence
=1.
75 Peggy Hollinger, “Europe plays catch-up with US in drone technology,” Financial Times, August 12,
2015, https://www.ft.com/content/d9209910-33b5-11e5-bdbb-35e55cbae175.
76 Alison Smale, “In a Reversal, Germany’s Military Growth Is Met With Western Relief,” The New York
Times, June 5, 2016, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/06/06/world/europe/european-union-germanyarmy.html.
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A further limitation is the area of coordination and cooperation. Various attempts have
been made to pursue joint development and procurement among the European ministries
of defense; most have failed. While NATO enables some level of coordination, it does not
provide Europeans with the means to cooperate more closely on core military issues,
After the Russian invasion of Ukraine in Spring 2014, there were some signs of significant
changes in the political commitment to address these issues and in the real resources
available for modernization, training, and cooperation. At the NATO summit in Wales in
2014, member states reaffirmed their commitment to spending 2 percent of national GDP
on defense and urged all countries to reach this level within ten years. 77 More importantly,
the final statement from the Wales Summit specified that 20 percent of that spending
should go for modernization of equipment and research and development on new
hardware. 78
By 2018, there were signs that action was beginning to match rhetoric. Defense spending
has been slowly but steadily increasing across most of Europe. 79 While only a few countries
have reached the 2 percent goal, progress is being made. Romania reached the mark in
2017, and it has pledged to keep defense spending at the 2 percent level until at least
2026. 80 Latvia and Lithuania are on track to reach the 2 percent goal in 2018. In 2016, 22
of the 28 NATO member countries increased their defense spending. 81 The Macron
government in France has cut defense spending for 2018, though he insists the country
will reach the 2 percent goal by 2025. 82
If European leaders are serious about addressing the capabilities gap, they will still face an
extended period of vulnerability as planning, development, procurement, and training
proceed. It could be a decade or more before the Europe’s heavy military dependence on
the United States is reduced to any significant degree. In some areas, the horizon is much
longer; a refurbished European navy could be two or more decades in the making. 83

77 This commitment was originally made at the 2006 Riga Summit. See: “Wales Summit Declaration,”
NATO communiqué from Wales, September 5, 2014,
http://www.nato.int/cps/en/natohq/official_texts_112964.htm.
78 Ibid.
79 Alessandro Marrone, Olivier De France, and Daniele Fattibene, eds., “Defence Budgets and Cooperation
in Europe: Developments, Trends and Drivers,” Istituto Affari Internazionali, January 2016,
http://www.iai.it/en/pubblicazioni/defence-budgets-and-cooperation-europe.
80 “Romania commits to keep annual defense spending at 2 pct of GDP until 2026,” Reuters, August 1,
2017, https://www.cnbc.com/2017/08/01/reuters-america-romania-commits-to-keep-annual-defensespending-at-2-pct-of-gdp-until-2026.html.
81 Ivana Kottasová, “How NATO is funded and who pays what,” CNN, May 25, 2017,
http://money.cnn.com/2017/05/25/news/nato-funding-explained-trump/index.html.
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Chapter 3: What Europeans Want from the United States
The U.S. as a European Power
There remains among European experts and policymakers we talked to a strong and
almost universal desire for the United States to “stay in Europe.” The European rationales
for why the U.S. should continue to be a “European power” fall into three main categories.
First is that the United States and Europe have a set of shared values that make their bond
unique and support the notion that they should work together to sustain and protect these
core beliefs. Democracy, free markets, freedom of speech and media, and the rule of law
are the backdrop for this “civilizational” argument. Some on the conservative side of the
political spectrum also add an overlay of “Judeo-Christian values” to underscore how
Europe and the United States are different from most of the rest of the world. Yet from the
morality of capital punishment to the role of religion in society, differences persist and
sometimes grow between both sides. More troublingly, the United States and Europe show
different attitudes toward multilateral and transnational arrangements. The Paris Climate
Agreement or the Iran nuclear deal were much more divisive in the United States than in
Europe, for example. This questioning of multilateral arrangements has many sources,
including a general concern among conservatives about complicated international treaties
as well as a belief that Europeans are often willing to sign agreements with no intention of
actually fulfilling their terms.
The second rationale for robust transatlantic cooperation is a variation on the first one,
emphasizing the common American and European commitment to promote democracy,
human rights, and other liberal values. This is the constituency that ardently supported
EU and NATO enlargement and the promotion of these values in Asia and the Middle East.
While primarily concentrated in Central and Eastern Europe, you can find Germans and
others who support this more specific and focused version of the civilizational argument.
The problem with this approach is that large swaths of the European and American
publics—joined by significant segments of the policy elite on both sides of the ocean—do
not support such an evangelical mission for the West. The cost and complexity of
democracy promotion in the Middle East, North Africa and, closer to home, Russia have
been substantial without producing many concrete results. In 2012, EU member states
created the European Endowment for Democracy (EED) as the lead institution for
promoting liberal values abroad. But the creation of the EED ran contrary to a broad belief
that democracy may be good but is very hard to export. Even in Central and Eastern
Europe, the ardor for “color revolutions” that was so evident a decade ago has given way
to a more skeptical view about what can be accomplished through outside assistance in
currently non-democratic states. 84

For more on this, see: Gary Schmitt, “Poland, Hungary, and the Czech Republic: The Security Record of
‘New Europe,’” American Enterprise Institute, November 9, 2016,
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The third and maybe most common argument for transatlantic cooperation focuses on the
role that the United States and Europe have played in maintaining the postwar global
order. In this enterprise, the transatlantic partnership created the UN, World Bank,
International Monetary Fund, and other multilateral institutions that still provide a
framework for some level of worldwide stability. More importantly, it sustained them
through the Cold War and beyond and, in doing so, the partnership benefitted
tremendously from these investments. As other powers with less interest in preserving
these rules and institutions emerge, the United States and Europe must renew their
commitment to maintain this system, even as their relative power declines.
This rationale certainly has many adherents and significant merit. But even here, a weak
Europe and a less engaged America suggests that the argument may reflect a yearning for
a past that can never be again. In a recent essay, Mark Leonard notes:
After the end of the Cold War, the world was held together by an American-policed
security order and a European-inspired legal order. Now, however, both are fraying, and
no candidates to replace them have yet emerged. Indeed, unlike in 1989, this is not a crisis
of a single type of system. Countries as different as Brazil, China, Russia, and Turkey are
coming under heightened political and economic pressure. 85

With less than robust economies and internal political challenges from populists of various
stripes, can the United States and Europe generate the will and the resources to continue
in their traditional role as the guardians of international order? Signs that it will be difficult
are not hard to see. While European leaders continue to voice strong support for the UN
and other institutions, the fact is that most of them devote their political and intellectual
power to dealing with ongoing national and European challenges. For some experts and
officials, this shift is due simply to the immediate crises at home. But for others, it is
recognition that the UN is an institution that functions poorly. A decade ago, Europeans
wanted to work with the United States in managing the rise of China. Today, those global
ambitions seem to take a backseat to managing more immediate problems such as Russian
aggression and securing some semblance of order on the borders of Europe. To the extent
that Europeans focus on Asia, it is to curry favor with China in order to expand their
substantial economic interests there. 86
If none of these rationales for a deep and special transatlantic relationship continue to
resonate in a rapidly changing world, what are the alternatives? A few experts and
policymakers we interviewed were explicit that we were entering a transactional age, in
which the U.S. would deal with Europe, individual countries, and regional groupings on a
deal-by-deal basis. As one person put it, “Everything will operate on a quid pro quo basis
with no slack for those countries that cannot reciprocate.” The sentiment behind these
comments has likely grown stronger with President Trump in the White House. NATO will
not disappear, but it seems increasingly likely to become less a forum for the development
85 Mark Leonard, “Playing Defense in Europe,” Project Syndicate, September 1, 2016,
https://www.project-syndicate.org/commentary/playing-defense-in-europe-by-mark-leonard-2016-09.
86 Andrew Higgins and David E. Sanger, “3 European Powers Say They Will Join China-Led Bank,” New
York Times, March 17, 2015, http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/18/business/france-germany-and-italyjoin-asian-infrastructure-investment-bank.html.
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of strategic consensus than a platform through which security and other transactions are
implemented. The formal institutions and relationships might persist and U.S.-European
relations might even appear to be vibrant as multiple transactions focused on solving
specific problems are undertaken. But this activity would not be animated by some
common goal and set of beliefs. Rather, it would be driven by what each side could do for
the other at any given point in time.
So while NATO and the commitment to Article V (reaffirmed belatedly by President
Trump) will remain central to the alliance, it is likely that the United States will be hesitant
to get involved in other European security matters. Again, this hesitancy is not entirely
new. President Clinton declared that the Balkans were a “European problem” and only
agreed to send American troops when it became clear that Europe could not contain this
bloody series of conflicts.
Whether or not there is a compelling rationale now or in the future for a special
transatlantic relationship, both sides have things they want from the other. When
Europeans are asked what they want from the United States, the answers are many and
varied according to geography and ideology. But several major themes emerge.
Cautious Intervention
The first is “do no harm.” Americans consistently underestimate the extent to which the
past 15 years have undermined European confidence in the morality, judgment, and
wisdom of our policymakers and experts. Iraq and Afghanistan were, of course, the big
missteps, but scandals about U.S. spying on European allies, the aggressive use of drones
for targeted strikes, and a host of other actions are viewed as exacerbating rather than
solving problems. Of course, most Europeans and especially Germans know that they, too,
spy on their “friends.” And very few critics of drone warfare are prepared to say that they
would like the United States to stop using these weapons altogether. A substantial number
of the officials and experts we spoke to nevertheless expressed concern over the “reckless”
and “thoughtless” use of American power as a general matter.
In this same vein, Europeans are particularly anxious that the United States be extremely
careful when it intervenes in the Middle East. A common narrative among the policy elites
of Europe is that the misguided American invasion of Iraq has produced a series of
problems, including refugees and terrorism, which disproportionately affect Europe.
While it may be too late to follow the Hippocratic Oath, they do want the United States to
accept responsibility for this strategic misjudgment and do what it can to ameliorate the
consequences. This position may be the last vestige of the moral superiority that European
politicians and intellectuals formerly exerted with abandon when discussing U.S. policy.
Their anxiety reflects a long European tradition of questioning the morality of American
policies and practices. This attitude of moral superiority hit a high mark a decade ago when
Europeans felt that they had developed a strategy for international engagement that made
U.S. tactics not just unethical but irrelevant. Today, faced with real, imminent threats,
Europeans still talk about the inadequacies of America, but recognize that they too will
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have to get used to operating on a different moral level to confront effectively the
challenges before them. 87
Clarified Policy Positions
The second request was for the United States to provide more certainty and clarity about
where it stands on issues most affecting Europe. To explain this point, one senior official
compared the U.S. of the past to the North Star:
It was a fixed point in the global sky and we could use it to chart our own policies.
Sometimes we would be closer to the star and sometimes farther away but we always knew
where you were and what you wanted. Now, the star has faded; it moves around in the sky
and sometimes disappears. It is no longer a reliable point for calibrating our policies.

Not everyone was so eloquent or metaphorical. Most were very sharp in criticizing the
perceived inconsistencies and obliqueness of general American policy on Ukraine, Russia,
Syria, Egypt, and other problem spots that cause Europeans sleepless nights. They
understand that a superpower can afford to be less transparent about its intentions.
Nonetheless, there was a sense that the U.S. in recent years has made some issues, like
Syria’s civil war, much worse by saying one thing and either doing something else or
nothing at all. European policymakers also complained that they used to be able to talk to
their American peers and have a generally clear sense of U.S. policy; today, they worry that
their peers are unable to provide a reasonable estimation of American plans and policies.
One prominent European, interviewed in 2016 before the U.S. elections, put it this way:
“Even high ranking State Department officials seem disconnected from White House
thinking.” If that was the case then, it is certainly true now at a time of unpredictable
administration policies.
The most pressing of these cloudy issues is the ongoing conflict in Syria and the rest of the
Middle East. President Obama’s failure to enforce his “red line” on Assad’s aggression
against the Syrian people was the example that arose again and again. Europeans will not
necessarily agree with American policies but they do want the United States to be clear,
coherent, and consistent about what the policy is and on follow-through when necessary.
American Leadership Within a Multilateral Framework
The third common request was for the United States to return to its historic role as a
supplier of trust within Europe. According to this view, the United States helped to mediate
conflicts and develop trust among European nations during important periods of
transition: the immediate post-war period, the end of the Cold War and the reintegration
of Central and Eastern Europe, the Balkan wars, and the resolution of conflicts in various
other situations. In all these cases, we heard examples of how the U.S. government and
87 In Germany, traditionally the most concerned about questions of the ethics of surveillance, there are
signs that attitudes are beginning to change. See: Tyson Barker, “Danke Kamera! How Germany Learned to
Stop Worrying and Love Video Surveillance,” American Institute for Contemporary German Studies,
January 23, 2017, https://www.aicgs.org/issue/danke-kamera-how-germany-learned-to-stop-worryingand-love-video-surveillance/.
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American diplomacy had resolved seemingly intractable disputes among European
countries.
Supplying military or economic power is easily defined in terms of dollars spent, hardware
acquired, and other direct measures. Supplying trust is hard to define and even harder to
measure. On one level, what Europeans want is simply a higher degree of U.S. engagement
in their supranational political debates and policy challenges. American diplomats might
point out that the U.S. has tried to perform this role concerning strategies and policies
related to Russia, Ukraine, and Syria. But what Europeans want is not just a U.S. that
organizes and leads summits and similar events around the biggest issues, but rather a
U.S. that has a role in helping to rebuild both the fundamental structures of Europe and
the trust that is essential for the EU and even NATO to operate effectively. In European
eyes, President Trump has done exactly the opposite.
This role—part convener, part mediator, part referee, and part guidance counselor—
cannot be outsourced to one European country. While German leadership is important,
handing that role in dealing with the key issues that face Europe to a nation that, for
historical reasons, is not fully trusted by others on the continent and it is still unsure of its
own leadership capacity is impossible. 88
In other times, the sudden political weakness of one leading country could be masked by
the strength of other countries and the power of the European Commission. But, now, the
U.K. has opted out of the discussion, democracy seems to be weakening in Central Europe,
and the Commission is at its weakest point since the creation of the European Union. The
absence of strong leadership allows the multiple political fissures within Europe to grow
larger. As one American put it: “It was really easy to just anoint Merkel the leader of Europe
and funnel everything through her … but it was a fragile solution and made us lazy in
dealing with other countries.”
In this atmosphere, Europeans want the U.S. to help develop trust within Europe and
among its different players, but in a less visible and subtler manner than in the past.
Europe is now weak in many respects, but the strong, directing style that worked for the
United States in other periods—like German reunification—will not work now. In previous
crises, American diplomats and policymakers could use their strength to impose solutions
on recalcitrant European partners when negotiations failed. But most European and
American leaders would today see internal European divisions as mostly of European
concern. Maybe even more important, U.S. interest in “fixing” Europe and its
neighborhood has been waning for more than a decade. As a senior American policymaker
told us: the peaceful cohesion of the European continent is an American interest, but it is
up to Europeans to decide their institutional arrangements. Europeans want “smart
diplomacy” that recognizes altered conditions on the continent and their significance for
the important but changing role of America in Europe. Americans seem to have little
commitment to answering this call for support.
Elisabeth Behrmann, “German Carmakers Can't Catch a Break as Next Scandal Looms Large,”
Bloomberg, July 21, 2017, https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-21/audi-joins-daimler-indiesel-recall-as-emissions-scrutiny-grows.
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“Smart diplomacy” is easy to call for and hard to oppose, but it is not an easy task. The U.S.
would not have been able to pull Europe together around Russian sanctions without
Germany being front and center. And, even now, there would be skepticism and resistance
to an overt U.S. initiative to intervene in these issues. Yet even politicians and experts who
are not especially pro-American argued that the U.S. should use its power and diplomacy
to help forge something resembling a coherent and cohesive European response to new
challenges, because the failure to do so could result in a severely weakened and divided
Europe.
Rebuild Defense Capacity
The fourth request is that the United States help Europe address the capability deficit that
has developed over the past two decades. As noted earlier, sharp cuts in European
spending have meant that defense and related capabilities have not been modernized and
even current hardware has often not been properly maintained. Increases in spending
since 2014 are good but the gap between the U.S. and Europe in technology and personnel
remains substantial. The most defense-minded Europeans want the U.S. to help bridge
this gap by both sharing technology and supporting European initiatives to speed up
development, procurement, and deployment. A European army may be a long way off, but
European cooperation on a regional or EU level on the development of new weapon
systems or aircraft is progressing and may be achievable with U.S. help and support.
The “Third Offset,” the latest U.S. push to bring cutting-edge technology into the Pentagon,
may provide opportunities for such cooperation. 89 This major program will try to capitalize
on innovations in software, communications, and other areas that have been developed in
the private sector. While defense officials are skeptical that European companies would
have much to add to this program, some of the experts that we interviewed believe that
firms in Estonia, France, Germany, and the U.K. are doing work in cyber-security and
other areas that might be applicable. In any case, finding areas where the U.S. can share
its technology without jeopardizing its own security would certainly be a means for
addressing this European need and for advancing the transatlantic relationship by
reducing the demands on the United States.
Terrorism presents a different set of challenges where more American engagement and
support is desired. In a practical sense, Europeans want more cooperation from the United
States with intelligence and other means for identifying and thwarting terrorist activity. In
their view, this is a challenge common to both sides of the Atlantic and requires a pooling
of intellectual capital and technical resources.
A frequently cited second rationale, however, emphasizes the value of having clear and
visible support from the United States in confronting this threat. As one person put it, “We
need to reassure our publics that we are doing everything we can and a visible American
involvement would be part of that reassurance.” Current cooperation in the Coalition

Arthur Herman, “The Pentagon’s ‘Smart’ Revolution,” Commentary, June 16, 2016,
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against ISIS in Syria and Iraq as well as U.S. support for allied initiatives like the French
operation in the Sahel play a key role in this respect.
Trade Ties
The fifth request concerns questions of trade and investment. The failure of TTIP
negotiations, Europe’s continued economic malaise, the British decision to leave the EU,
and the election of a U.S. president who has been vocally critical of U.S. trade agreements
have created a certain amount of anxiety on the continent. While the collective size of the
EU economy is larger than that of the United States, there remains great potential for
growth, particularly in Central and Eastern European countries. They see the United States
as their preferred trading partner and are eager to attract American investment as a way
of both building their economies and strengthening bilateral ties. Currently, U.S.-EU trade
tops $1 trillion every year and companies headquartered in the EU employ 3.3 million U.S.
workers. 90
Despite sluggish growth and a lingering financial crisis, the EU and its 507 million
inhabitants are the largest trade player in the world, ahead of the United States; account
for 16 percent of world imports and exports 91; are the top trading partner for 80 countries
in the world; and are the top sender (45.5 percent) and recipient (34.2 percent) of foreign
direct investments. EU countries represent the second market for export/import with the
United States. According to the Office of the United States Trade Representative: “The U.S.
economic relationship with the EU is the largest and most complex in the world,
generating goods and services trade flows of about $2.7 billion a day [2012 estimate] and
transatlantic investment is directly responsible for roughly 6.8 million jobs [2010
estimate].” 92 With or without the realization of the TTIP, which faces major political
hurdles on both sides the Atlantic, the European Union occupies a place of central
importance to the global and American economy. And with or without TTIP, Europeans
want trade and investment with the United States to grow.
Taken together, these five “asks” add up to a desire for a U.S. government that is willing to
become deeply engaged with European allies, to make Europe more unified, and to help
them do more to address their own security. However, at the same time, Europeans also
want the United States to be more conscious of how policy decisions affect them, and they
want a style of engagement that is more equal than in the past.
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Chapter 4: What Americans Want from Europe
If Europeans hope to gain more clarity and security from the United States, the U.S. is
eager to see Europe take more responsibility for its own issues. While Europeans seem
frustrated that they are no longer the center of American attention, likewise is Washington
annoyed that Europe has thus far proven unwilling to recognize the global problems that
surround it. To square this circle, American policymakers and experts had four key
requests for their continental counterparts.
Investment in European Security
First, and not surprisingly, Americans want Europe to invest more in its own security so
the United States can focus on the challenges of Asia. The rise of China as a significant
global power and its implications for security in the Western Pacific put added pressure
on the United States to support its closest Asian allies. Unlike past periods where defense
spending was largely exempt from Congressional and public concern, the rapidly growing
federal deficit has put a partial brake on what can be allocated to the military and has
forced the U.S. to set hard priorities as to where its resources are most needed. For the
past two decades, American policymakers have urged Europeans to spend more on defense
both to protect their own borders and to be more effective partners in out-of-area conflicts
like Afghanistan. For reasons already discussed, most of Europe ignored these
admonitions until recently, even when the signals from the U.S. were very strong and
overt. As one person put it, “the pivot to Asia signaled a policy adjustment and was a wakeup alarm to Europe that the free ride was over.” Given the demands of dealing with the
financial crisis and the lack of an immediate threat, it was easy for most of Europe to hit
the snooze button. There were many complaints about the “pivot away from Europe” but
very little done to prepare for a day when the U.S. would no longer be willing to bear a
disproportionately high share of the costs of defending Europe.
The United States will not walk away from NATO despite the threats that President Trump
made as a candidate in 2016. However, American enthusiasm for supporting NATO and
deploying more resources to counter Russian aggression will be modest until Europeans
begin to invest more in their own defense. The significant uptick in European spending is
a good start, even though it will take Europe a decade or more to procure and deploy new
equipment and technologies. 93 American observers understand that there will be a need
for more U.S. involvement than they would like during that period. However, they also
emphasized that support for American military engagement would be hard to sustain if
Europeans decide to revert to their past spending practices.
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These past weaknesses reflect a lack of strong public support for military spending and,
more specifically, for the use of military power. During the Cold War, the need for strong
defense investments was accepted even though many Europeans were critical of the United
States for being too provocative and aggressive in dealing with the Soviet Union. The post1989 vision of a “peaceful Europe” that was exempt from having to engage in warfare was
upset in the mid-1990s by the Balkan Wars.
But beginning in the late 1990s, politicians throughout Europe supported the idea they
could accept a “peace dividend” and opt out of military engagement. The Iraq and
Afghanistan conflicts heightened public sentiment that Europe could and should avoid
military conflict. Even in “new” Europe, support for military spending and for working
with the United States began to wane. The 2008 financial crisis reinforced these attitudes
and pushed many Europeans to be more inward-,looking and focused on dealing with
immediate economic challenges. 94
Several American observers commented on the hypocrisy that this created among the
European political classes. In meetings with Americans and at the many “Atlanticist”
conferences that dot the European landscape, Europeans would talk about the need to
have a strong and engaged America as a partner. In speaking to their own publics, they
were more circumspect in what they said about the relevance of U.S.-European
cooperation and the value of American power. There were exceptions, but European
leaders were generally reluctant to tell their publics that Europe needed the U.S. to ensure
their security and, by extension, that they needed NATO as a defensive alliance. Even after
the Ukraine crisis of 2014, many Western European leaders continued to avoid any public
recognition of the need for more spending on collective defense.
The result is that European publics are still hesitant to support military spending and
deployment. In a recent Pew survey, majorities in only two countries, Poland and the
Netherlands, supported increased defense spending. 95 Most European citizens still
support NATO, 96 but when asked if their country should be willing to send troops to repel
Russian aggression against a neighboring country, majorities in France, Italy, and
Germany stated their opposition to military action. 97
Rebuilding public support for defense and for working with the United States is one area
where Americans want European political leaders to do more. Public wariness of military
action and American involvement, in their view, does not prevent transatlantic
cooperation but does create constraints on what can be accomplished. It supports an
environment where Europeans criticize the U.S. for spying, the use of drones and other
“misdeeds” in public and then ask for American help in private.
Bruce Stokes, Richard Wike, and Jacob Poushter, “Europeans Face the World Divided,” Pew Research
Center, June 13, 2016, http://www.pewglobal.org/2016/06/13/europeans-face-the-world-divided/.
95 Ibid.
96 Ibid.
97 Katie Simmons, Bruce Stokes, and Jacob Poushter, “NATO Publics Blame Russia for Ukrainian Crisis,
but Reluctant to Provide Military Aid,” Pew Research Center, June 10, 2015,
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European Self-Help
A second request is that Europe should do more to solve its own immediate problems, like
Russia and the Balkans. Americans understand that some aspects of these conflicts will
have to be handled by the United States because of its power, historical relationships, and
extended alliances. But the task of organizing the political, economic, and military
resources of Europe to deal with these very real threats should, in the eyes of most
Americans, be the task of Europeans. As noted earlier, the United States promoted this
idea in dealing with Russia after the annexation of Crimea and invasion of Ukraine.
Merkel’s accomplishments in pulling together the disparate interests in her own country
and in Europe were substantial. But her current political weakness, combined with
Germany’s inability to contain the various contesting parties within Europe, is a cause for
concern. As one American analyst put it, “we want a stable, cohesive Europe where the
leadership is clear and works no matter what.”
Without a sole leader, Europe is fragile because no one country or political figure can forge
the long-term compromises necessary to address major internal and external challenges.
Merkel could do it once or twice, but eventually the suspicions of those most affected by
sanctions and the concerns of those most threatened by Russia became impossible to
reconcile. Ivan Krastev has observed that the “German Moment” is fading, writing, “It is
fair to admit that at present Germany feels less like a leader and more like a hostage of the
European project.” 98 While his American counterparts might not be quite so dismissive,
there is a sense that unqualified support for German leadership was merely a short-term
solution to the fragmentation of European power.
Until the late 1990s, there was a near-consensus in Washington that a fragmented Europe
was a good thing because it allowed the United States more flexibility and room to
maneuver in marshaling European allies. Today, with competing claims on the time of
American diplomats and on the deployment of American resources, a fragmented Europe
is a liability; it is too costly and complicated to work with as an ally. “Europe without a core
leadership is simply too hard as a partner,” said one observer. Another person remarked,
“You have to invest a lot in securing support from Europe and, in the end, they do not have
that much to offer.” That assessment may be overly harsh. Europe does have diplomatic
and other resources that the U.S. has found to be useful. But on most of the major
challenges facing the United States, the cost of managing a fragmented Europe outweigh
the benefits.
Face Reality
A third request mentioned by many on the U.S. side is that Europeans need to adjust their
stance on “moral” issues if they want to be a real partner for the United States. There are
a wide range of issues where European opinion and, by extension, European political
rhetoric espouse critical views on the “ethics,” “morality,” and “legality” of American
actions. European leaders who wanted a successful conclusion to TTIP, for example, were
unable to stand up to those activists and advocates among them who described the
Ivan Krastev, “The End of the German Moment?” The German Marshall Fund of the United States,
September 21, 2016, http://www.gmfus.org/blog/2016/09/21/end-german-moment.
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agreement as an opening for insidious genetically modified crops and the domination of
rapacious American companies. European policymakers certainly want access to
American military technology, yet they endlessly criticize “targeted killings” carried out by
U.S. drones. Similarly, they want more American intelligence, but criticize the NSA and
other U.S. agencies for violating the privacy of European citizens and political figures.
Assuming a high moral stance even when it runs contrary to immediate needs and
challenges may simply reflect a lag in European thinking. Europeans could afford to stand
for lofty moral standards a decade ago when they believed that they were largely exempt
from terrorism and free of any significant threats on their borders. We will see if the
multiple threats facing Europe make political leaders more realistic in their standards and
more willing to make the case for a genuinely practical approach to managing terrorism,
porous borders, and regional instability. Such a change would require a major adjustment
in how Europeans view themselves in comparison to the rest of the world and especially
Americans.
Assistance with China
Finally, Americans want more European cooperation in managing China and other
emerging powers. President Trump’s National Security Strategy pointedly warned that
“China is gaining a foothold in Europe by ... investing in key industries, sensitive
technologies, and infrastructure.” 99 In particular, the U.S. wants to see a willingness
among Europeans to modulate the pursuit of their economic interests when significant
strategic issues are implicated.
This is not an easy ask. For leading German automakers, China represents a major portion
of their global sales. In the case of Volkswagen, China accounted for almost 50 percent of
cars purchased in the first 9 months of 2016. 100 For BMW, Mercedes, and Audi, the
percentages are smaller but still represent more than 25 percent of total sales in the same
period. Other German, French, and Italian companies have also successfully tapped
Chinese and other Asian markets. Moreover, there has been a significant increase in the
amount of direct investment in Europe by Chinese companies, especially those that are
state-owned. 101
When the threat is close by and very real, Europeans are willing to forgo economic gains,
at least for some period of time. But when the problematic country is far away and offers
no immediate threat to the EU, a different set of calculations operates in deciding how to
use economic levers to influence the other country’s policies. Unlike the United States,
which must balance its economic interests against its security agreements with Japan and
Korea, Europe has a freer hand. Moreover, concerns about human rights in China and
“National Security Strategy of the United States of America,” The White House, December 2017,
https://www.whitehouse.gov/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/NSS-Final-12-18-2017-0905.pdf.
100 Henk Bekker, “2016 (Q3) China and Worldwide Germany Luxury Car Sales,” Car Sales Statistics,
October 14, 2016, http://www.best-selling-cars.com/china/2016-q3-china-worldwide-german-luxury-carsales/.
101 Claire Jones, “Chinese investment in Europe hits $23bn record,” Financial Times, March 9, 2016,
https://www.ft.com/content/c1155e72-e5e0-11e5-a09b-1f8b0d268c39.
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unfair competition by Chinese companies are more salient in the United States than in
Europe, and that political dynamic also creates a potential conflict between American and
European policymakers.
No one expects Europe to follow the United States blindly in dealing with China or Iran
and a host of other countries that are disruptive of global order. But the U.S. would like a
greater willingness by European countries to take into account factors other than money
in crafting their policies toward geopolitically hostile states. There is not a lot of optimism
that this modest goal is achievable. As one person told us, “the financial and economic
crises have made Europeans even more craven in dealing with China…. Before 2008, they
would listen and sometimes work with us. Now they barely hear what we are saying.” While
this may be an overstatement, it reflects an important divide. Many of the top foreign
policy figures in Germany and elsewhere in Europe have a serious understanding of China
and the challenges it poses. Nonetheless, the pessimism of American observers may be
justified given the narrow scope of European strategic thinking at this point in history.
When one compares these very different European and American perspectives, it is
possible to conclude that while the transatlantic relationship is not broken, it is certainly
weak and may even be fragile.
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Chapter 5: Recommendations for the Post-Transatlantic Era
Following the May 2017 NATO summit, where President Trump criticized allies for their
low defense spending, German Chancellor Merkel called for Europeans to “take our fate in
their own hands.... We have to know that we must fight for our future on our own, for our
destiny as Europeans.” 102 These words echoed similar comments by French President
Macron during his election campaign:
After the Second World War, Europe and the U.S. worked together to rebuild a shattered
continent, eventually giving birth to the EU.... This is a precious legacy. But now we
Europeans are on our own. We can close our eyes and pretend we still live in the world of
yesterday. We can keep on bickering, mesmerized by the lure of an illusory sovereignty.
Or we can decide to act together and shape our own future. 103

Both leaders have seemingly come to accept the changing reality of the transatlantic
relationship. But they must now bring the rest of Europe along with them.
Some adjustments will also be required from those American policymakers keen on
recreating the transatlantic alliance of the past. They should welcome, not hinder or
lament, European attempts to achieve greater autonomy, though they should expect
Europe to do so within the transatlantic community’s defined framework and existing
institutions. In an atmosphere of disorder and discord, Europe’s pursuit of increased
responsibilities could lead to dangerous divisions or attempts at rapprochement with rival
powers. Instead, America should help Europeans help themselves.
One of the most troubling findings of our conversations with experts and policymakers on
both sides of the Atlantic, even before the election of Donald Trump, was the realization
that the relationship currently lacks a coherent narrative like the ones that sustained it,
despite disagreements and tensions, during most of the 20th century. American
engagement in Europe once rested on a common threat to liberal democracies: fascism,
then communism. After the fall of the Soviet Union, U.S. engagement became largely
concerned with consolidating gains from the peaceful conclusion of the Cold War, and with
the transformation of eastern European countries and their integration into the EU and
NATO.
Slowly, the transatlantic relationship became taken for granted. The past two decades have
seen it either overlooked or treated as a multiplier of influence to tackle common threats
like terrorism or the proliferation of weapons of mass destructions, with America doing
most of the heavy lifting. Many assessments of transatlantic relations—in think tank
reports, op-eds or policy speeches—start with the implicit assumption that a common
commitment to the liberal international order, led by an internationalist-minded U.S.
102 Alison Smale and Steven Erlanger, “Merkel, after discordant G-7 meeting, is looking past Trump”, The
New York Times, May 28, 2017, http://www.nytimes.com/2017/05/28/world/europe/angela-merkeltrump-alliances-g7-leaders.html.
103 Emmanuel Macron, “Europe holds its destiny in its own hands”, Financial Times, January 24, 2017,
https://www.ft.com/content/3d0cc856-e187-11e6-9645-c9357a75844a.
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president, should be enough to sustain close ties across the ocean. But rarely is a clear
rationale offered for the alliance’s continuation. True, polls indicate that both sides share
a positive outlook on NATO. But this optimistic reading hides inconvenient differences. 104
As we have shown, NATO comprises 29 states whose interests and outlooks on the world
sometimes vary greatly. In fact, these recent years have shown growing divides within the
Western world. From political issues, like climate change and surveillance, to economic
matters like trade, or cultural ones like the role of religion or the death penalty, divergences
abound. One prominent former European foreign minister even suggested to us that, in
the absence of a common threat (a role that he does not believe today’s Russia can fill), the
transatlantic relationship no longer exists; historical geopolitical rivalries could reemerge
and relations between Europeans and Americans may revert to “normalcy.”
We do not share this assessment. The preservation of peace and stability on the European
continent and a strong relationship with European nations remains a primary national
interest of the United States for economic, strategic and moral reasons. The European
economy has massive weight and helps sustain an enormous number of U.S. jobs. But
economic interdependence is not the most important reason why the United States should
continue to attend with great care to the future of Europe. The most compelling reason,
instead, is that European countries, through NATO, represent the world’s largest bloc of
close American allies, and an ambiguous U.S. commitment to its allies will inevitably prove
a source of greater global instability—and an encouragement to aggressive revisionism
from hostile or competing states. Should the U.S. continue to waver in its commitment to
Europe, other powers—like China—are certain to exploit that weakness.
More broadly, the success of Europe is the best testament to the necessity of American
foreign policy and leadership. The two world wars that started in Europe have been the
foundation for American internationalism in the 20th century. Their resolution has laid the
pillars of the international order that sustains American commerce and security: free
trade, peaceful resolution of conflicts, and respect for sovereignty. The transformation of
Europe, and most notably the peaceful reintegration of Germany into the international
system, is the most spectacular success in the history of American foreign policy. This is
not abstract. In times when the purpose and effectiveness of American power have been
questioned by both sides of the political spectrum after failures in the Middle East and
elsewhere, Europe’s fate creates a precedent for the legitimacy of American international
leadership.
For these reasons, ideas of a “transatlantic divorce,” in which Europeans and Americans
would revert to traditional geopolitics and competition, should not be pursued. 105 Nor
should Europeans and Americans give up on each other. The Trump administration
provides an opportunity for a frank dialogue over the future of the alliance. This highly
In 2016, seventy-seven percent of Americans believed NATO is good for the U.S.; in Europe, only the
Greek public were negative about NATO. See: Danielle Cuddington, "Support for NATO is widespread
among member nations," Pew Research Center, July 6, 2016, http://www.pewresearch.org/facttank/2016/07/06/support-for-nato-is-widespread-among-member-nations/.
105 Stephen Walt, “In praise of a transatlantic divorce,” Foreign Policy, May 30, 2017,
http://foreignpolicy.com/2017/05/30/in-praise-of-a-transatlantic-divorce-trump-merkel-europe-nato/.
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necessary conversation should reassert the common interests that bind us together but
also encourage Europeans towards more autonomy and self-sufficiency. A passive trust in
a blurry and shallow rhetoric of common values does not provide a sufficient foundation
for an effective relationship going forward. Similarly, we must acknowledge that current
disagreements are serious and fundamental, and cannot be attributed simply to the
American president’s personality (despite the impact of the negative rhetoric directed at
allies) or to accounting debates over defense spending.
Proposed alternatives to renewed engagement include “offshore balancing” 106 or finding a
grand bargain with rival powers like Russia. We believe both approaches to be deeply
flawed. 107 Offshore balancing would involve outsourcing to allies the cost of balancing
strategic rivals. While theoretically attractive, this option assumes allies have the time to
step up their military readiness to face hybrid challenges and overcome their divisions in
case of American withdrawal. Such an approach would be much more likely to result in a
fragmentation among allies scrambling individually to cope with a rival power as the threat
of aggression increases with uncertainty over U.S. power. Similarly, a grand bargain with
Russia would be counter-productive and dangerous. It relies on the assumption that
western policies are to blame for aggressive Russian behavior, a myth underpinned by
Moscow’s discourse of humiliation, a “tool of blackmail” that has been repeatedly
debunked. 108 The truth is every new American president has tried to reengage Russia on
the basis of shared interests, only to find a Kremlin more interested in the strategic
competition that sustains the regime’s narrative justification for its existence. 109
There is no sustainable alternative to American engagement in Europe, but the many
challenges facing Europeans are largely self-inflicted and require urgent corrective
measures that the United States should aid and support but not initiate. For that,
Europeans must move beyond crisis management and muddling through to address their
structural deficiencies.
There is no silver bullet to fix the transatlantic relationship, but neither is there a need for
divorce or dramatic overhaul of existing institutions. President Trump is right to seek a
fresh approach to the challenges faced by the relationship, but his rhetoric has often been
unhelpful. The United States can assist and provide the framework for Europeans to move
forward safely and united. The following proposals should be considered as the United
States and Europe move together into the next phase of the transatlantic relationship:

Stephen M. Walt, John J. Mearsheimer, “The Case for Offshore Balancing”, Foreign Affairs, June 13,
2016
https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/united-states/2016-06-13/case-offshore-balancing.
107 For a detailed analysis of the limits and dangers inherent to both approaches, see Grygiel and Mitchell,
2016.
108 See Lilia Shevtsova, “Humiliation as a tool of blackmail,” The American Interest, June 2, 2015,
https://www.the-american-interest.com/2015/06/02/humiliation-as-a-tool-of-blackmail/, and Anne
Applebaum, “The myth of Russian humiliation,” The Washington Post, October 17, 2014,
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/anne-applebaum-nato-pays-a-heavy-price-for-giving-russiatoo-much-credita-true-achievement-under-threat/2014/10/17/5b3a6f2a-5617-11e4-809b8cc0a295c773_story.html?utm_term=.7ab7511e741f.
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Support European Reform and Unity: The United States as Confidence
Builder
It is not the role of the United States to choose the architecture of the European Union,
nor should it meddle in the choices of European citizens, as in the case of the Brexit
referendum. That aggressive approach to “leadership” almost always backfires.
The United States can nonetheless act as a confidence builder for European actors in times
of turbulence. American administrations have often played this role, soothing differences
among Europeans: in 1989, for example, after the fall of the Berlin Wall to alleviate fears
from France and the United Kingdom regarding a reunified Germany. It is this role that
the last two administrations have most abdicated. The Obama administration, while
paying lip service to the transatlantic alliance, was often content to rely on Germany to
lead Europe out of crisis.
With the strongest economy on the continent and the longest serving political leader,
Germany is not an unreasonable choice as key partner. But Germany has neither the desire
nor the legitimacy to be a European hegemon. And in some circumstances, the United
States may be able to help both Germany and its European neighbors find a modus vivendi
for German leadership short of dominance.
Behind the scenes, the U.S. might also help assuage the likely bitterness and divisions that
will arise from the Brexit negotiations. While it cannot and should not insert itself in
defining the future relationship between the UK and the EU, the United States does have
an interest in ensuring that the process does not result in institutional paralysis or damage
future cooperation on both sides of the Channel, or lead to the isolation of London, our
closest partner in Europe.
Brexit will put an end to London’s fraught and strained membership within the European
community, which began under Conservative Prime Minister Heath in 1972 and was
confirmed through referendum in 1975. In recent years, as Europeans embarked upon
successive transfers of power towards Brussels, a growing number of British voters grew
increasingly weary of the EU’s authority. The United Kingdom had already opted out of
key European policies like the Schengen free circulation area and the Euro, and was a
reluctant player in European defense cooperation. Brexit thus does not threaten the
survival of the European Union but a divided and inward-looking Europe emerging from
the Brexit turmoil would be detrimental to American interests.
Finally, this mediating role entails keeping strong bilateral ties with all European
countries. In this respect, President Trump’s commitment not to lecture countries on their
domestic orientations can help rebuild ties with important partners like Hungary and
Poland. The strategic partnership with central and eastern countries should be prioritized
over the political choices of their governments, which is a matter for their citizens and the
authorities in Brussels.
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Reaffirm Transatlantic Presence in Eastern Europe
The Trump administration should build on the legacy of the final years of the Obama
administration, which saw a renewed (though late and reluctant) American commitment
to reassure allies on the risk of Russian aggression in Eastern Europe. At the NATO
Warsaw Summit in July 2016, allied leaders welcomed the implementation of the
Readiness Action Plan (adopted in Wales in 2014), the enhancement of the NATO response
force, and the creation of a new Very High Readiness Joint Task Force (VJTF). Warsaw
most notably allowed for the deployment of four battle groups: in Estonia, led by the UK
operating in tandem with Estonian forces; in Latvia led by Canada operating with Latvian
forces; in Lithuania led by Germany operating with Lithuanian forces; in Poland led by the
United States operating with Polish forces. Approximately 4,530 troops comprise these
battle groups, with the United States contributing about 1,000 troops. 110
Similarly, in 2016, the Obama administration announced a quadrupling of its funding
request for European Reassurance Initiative (ERI), a program initiated by the White
House in 2014 to fund rotational U.S. air, land and sea presence in Europe, up to $3.4
billion. 111 President Trump’s 2018 budget included a proposed 40 percent increase for the
European Reassurance Initiative from $3.4 billion to $4.8 billion. It would include new
funds for enhanced pre-positioning of forces and equipment; exercises and training;
improved infrastructure; building partnership capacity; and support for Ukraine’s
military. 112 These are necessary steps to build the resilience of partners threatened by
Russia’s revanchist attitude on their borders.
This move was hailed by NATO partners, with NATO Secretary General Jens Stoltenberg
calling it “a commitment to our collective defense from the United States not only in words
but also in deeds.” 113 Like his predecessor, however, President Trump included the ERI
within the Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) budget, the Pentagon’s “war fund”
which also provides resources in support for Operation Sentinel Freedom in Afghanistan
and Operation Inherent Resolve in Iraq and Syria. The OCO is not subject to sequestration
but requires year-to-year renewal. Moving these funds to the regular budget would make
American commitment more predictable and send a strong message to partners and
adversaries.
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Maintain Unity Against Russian Aggression
The sanctions regime imposed on Russia by the EU and the U.S. as a response to Moscow’s
invasion of Ukraine has been successful in discouraging further large-scale Russian
aggression there and in bringing Russia to the negotiating table. The Russian Finance
Ministry estimates a 2 percent loss of GDP in both 2014 and 2015 due to the sanctions,
while the IMF assesses initial impact at about 1.5 percent of Russian GDP, with mediumterm impact on the Russian economy possibly reaching 9 percent of GDP, an impact
aggravated by falling international oil prices. 114 Western sanctions currently span
diplomatic, individual/entity, and economic realms, as well as specific sanctions relating
to Crimea. Sanctions have worked specifically because of the coordinated effort made by
the US and EU to harmonize their policies, with the severity of sanctions increasing over
time in response to Russian behavior: the invasion of Crimea, the downing of flight MH17,
and Russian hacking efforts in the 2016 U.S. election. Due to both their overall success and
the fact that Moscow has not yet fulfilled its obligations under the Minsk II agreement, it
is important to maintain the sanctions at this stage. The kleptocratic nature of the Russian
regime makes it vulnerable to such outside financial pressure.
The EU has recently renewed its sanctions regarding Crimea for a full year, but other
sanctions (diplomatic, individual/entity, and economic) must still be reapproved every six
months. Renewing these other sanctions for the period of a year instead of six months
would allow for more continuity in policy, sending a strong signal to Russia. Furthermore,
both the EU and U.S. must continue to consult each other on the implementation of
sanctions. Strong unilateral action (such as extraterritorial sanctions against European
energy companies dealing with Russian corporations) must balance the added effect it
might have on Russian behavior against the risk of weakening the existing transatlantic
partnership on this issue.
Move Burden Sharing Debate Beyond the 2 Percent Issue
American leaders, especially under the current administration, have tended to treat the
debate over burden sharing mostly through the lens of defense spending discrepancies,
with a focus on the 2 percent benchmark. At the 2014 Wales Summit, all states under the
threshold pledged to meet the 2 percent target.
The commitment to collective security enshrined in Article V of the NATO charter should
not be seen as transactional, but there is no doubt that European countries should
contribute more actively to their own defense and security. While decreases in military
spending usually reflect different fiscal priorities as well as a different threat assessment—
the view, of many Europeans, justified or not, is that they are not now facing any existential
security threat—low defense spending leaves Europeans at the mercy of unpredictable
security challenges. The Syrian crisis is a case in point. While European leaders called, in
private or public, for enhanced American intervention to help find a political solution or
strike the Syrian regime in the wake of the red line episode, it was never seriously
“Sanctions over Ukraine Impact on Russia,” European Parliament Research Service, March 2016,
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/EPRS/EPRS-Briefing-579084-Sanctions-over-Ukraine-impact-RussiaFINAL.pdf.
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envisioned that Europe could “go it alone,” even though the consequences (terrorism,
refugee flows) were primarily affecting European interests. Lower defense spending has
led to degraded international ambitions and levers for maneuver. Similarly, the 2011
intervention in Libya showed that allied powers quickly ran out of ammunition.
But the 2 percent target, while simple, is a “political, flawed, and narrow metric” as one
analyst puts it. 115 First, it obscures how the money is spent. Some countries spend most on
personnel, though investments in technology and equipment are badly needed. In this
respect, U.S. policymakers should support European efforts to achieve greater defense
coordination.
Over the past few years, Europeans have announced a series of initiatives designed to
improve coordination. The Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) aims to “jointly
develop defense capabilities and make them available for EU military operations,” 116
allowing for smaller groupings of EU member states to start common projects. The
creation of the European Defense Fund will free €5.5 billion per year to boost capabilities—
to “coordinate, supplement and amplify national investments in defense research, in the
development of prototypes and in the acquisition of defense equipment and technology”—
with an emphasis on avoiding duplications.
This is not the first time the European Union has announced a major new initiative in the
defense sector. Previous efforts have been underwhelming and fuel understandable
skepticism. Fears expressed by some U.S. officials that such efforts might compete with
NATO are misplaced, however. Naturally, European defense efforts will go hand-in-hand
with a desire for operational autonomy. At this stage, any effort in investment is a move in
the right direction and should not be hampered by U.S. opposition.
Beyond spending, Washington should encourage European partners to take more
responsibility in their own neighborhood, making clear that the American political
appetite for interventions beyond the scope of NATO deterrence—like the ones in the
Balkans in the 1990s or more recently Libya—is waning. While European countries have
sent contingents to certain security theaters (like Iraq and Afghanistan) in solidarity with
United States, and lost troops in the process, these deployments have also posed allied
coordination challenges. Instead, the United States should encourage its allies to take
leadership over specific regional operations for which they have political and/or
operational support. A case in point is the French intervention against Al Qaeda in the
Sahel, for which the United States provides logistical and financial support. 117
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Reinforce Transatlantic Partnership Against Jihadist Terrorism
In June 2017, a Gallup poll found a median of 66 percent of residents saying acts of
terrorism by non-residents are a “serious problem in their country.” 118 Likewise, a Pew
Research study 119 in 2017 found remarkably similar concerns across Europe and the
United States about Islamic extremism. 72 percent of Americans felt “somewhat or very
concerned,” a figure comparable to that for France (79 percent), Germany (82 percent),
the UK (79 percent) and even countries that have not sustained terror attacks like Hungary
(80 percent). These concerns have been reinforced by the wave of ISIS-inspired terrorism,
including the Paris attacks in November 2015 and the recent spate of violence in the United
Kingdom. Fighting terrorism should continue to be a transatlantic priority.
Recently, NATO opened a new command center specializing in intelligence gathering and
defense capacity building in the parts of the Middle East with a strong ISIS presence, and
NATO formally joined the anti-ISIS coalition following the Brussels summit. Such steps
will strengthen the coalition’s unity. Already 16 European countries are active in the
coalition in training and advising missions; France, the United Kingdom, Denmark,
Belgium, and the Netherlands also takes part in anti-ISIS airstrikes. 120
Although bilateral consultation and intelligence sharing on terrorism date back decades —
notably among Germany, the UK, and France—the 9-11 attacks marked a turning point
after which the EU increasingly became perceived as a useful asset in coordinating the fight
against terrorism. 121 One of the most extensive areas of expanded cooperation has been
intelligence sharing between the EU and the U.S., including police and justice systems,
terrorist financing, biometrics, and airline passenger data (on the latter of which
transatlantic data sharing has long been more integrated than at the EU level). 122 Two new
agreements from September 2015 and February 2016 (“EU-US Umbrella Agreement on
data protection” 123 and “EU-US Privacy Shield” 124) have guaranteed protection of personal
data collected on EU citizens by U.S. corporations and government.
This common concern over terrorism should lead to increased cooperation in intelligence
sharing and coordination at the EU as well as transatlantic level. Past disagreements on
designation by the EU of terrorist groups (like Hamas and Hezbollah) could be overcome
in this context. Cooperation against radicalization, especially online, should be
118 Steve Crabtree and Sofia Kluch, "Terrorism, migration trouble many in Europe," Gallup, June 15, 2017,
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strengthened. Finally, America should encourage its partners to take the lead on their own
periphery in the fight against jihadism.
Maintain the Trade and Investment Relationship
One of the popular tropes of the Atlanticist community is citing the immense trade and
investment relationship between the United States and Europe. This is now usually
followed by a call to revive TTIP. The fact is that TTIP will be difficult if not impossible to
revive. But that does not mean that the United States and Europe shouldn’t try to reduce
ongoing tensions over the rules of trade and investment and the use of various tactics to
protect domestic markets.
President Trump has been outspoken in his criticism of Europe and especially Germany
on these issues. His often-inflammatory rhetoric does underscore the fact that both sides
have serious complaints about how certain markets, such as agriculture, automobiles, and
cultural goods, are regulated. Most of these issues can be addressed without recourse to a
comprehensive trade agreement, and both sides would benefit from focusing on areas
susceptible to compromise.
The UK’s decision to leave the EU raises another point of risk and of opportunity. The
negotiations between the UK and EU over the terms of their divorce are complicated and
the United States should be wary of interfering in this process. However, American
companies could become collateral damage both in the UK and in Europe if the
negotiations become acrimonious. American and European leaders, including those of
Britain, should commit themselves to avoiding a situation where Brexit prompts a
disruption in trade at a time when the U.S. and EU should be working together on other
global issues.
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Conclusion
We started this report on a realistic note and we will end it in the same voice. The
transatlantic relationship has been fraying and changing for some years. While the 70th
anniversary of the Marshall Plan has generated a great deal of nostalgia about the wonders
of US-European cooperation, the fact is that this alliance will be more limited and more
focused in the post-transatlantic world.
One fundamental change will be the irrelevance of discussing U.S.-EU cooperation except
in relation to trade and other demarcated areas where the EU genuinely speaks for its
member states. The United States should harbor no animosity toward the European
project, but neither should it pretend that project is more advanced than it is. It is not up
to the United States to provide impetus for European integration; that’s up to Europeans.
NATO will remain central to U.S. strategy in Europe, but those on both sides of the Atlantic
who imagined the alliance would take on a global military role were mistaken about both
American and European intentions.
In the coming years, we will likely see the U.S. working with specific countries on specific
issues. While there was much criticism of America’s “Coalition of the Willing” in the Iraq
War, that ad hoc collection of countries will become the standard in the future, not the
exception.
In coping with Russia and China and dealing with fundamentalist forces in the Middle East
and Africa, the United States should and will work with European countries— but not
“Europe.” Yes, Europe has been able to sustain sanctions on Russia despite internal
concerns and complaints. Unfortunately, that show of unity may well be one of the last
unless Europe can find the means to revive its sense of common purpose and common
vision. The weak capabilities of many European countries and the sharp divisions in their
understanding of the threats they face will make cooperation with “Europe” difficult. The
collaboration between the United States and France in the Sahel and Syria is one good
indicator of the future. Countries with real capabilities and a willingness to engage in the
dirty business of war will work together to contain rogue states and terrorist movements
and to punish outrageous conduct.
In this world, where U.S. attention will be increasingly focused on Asia, Europe will need
to do more for its own security. Many of our American readers will be critical of our
endorsement of European defense integration. However, we believe that this process may
be the best way for Europe actually to move forward in terms of reducing its reliance on
the United States. There will be a secondary but important challenge here, and that is
synchronizing the increasing capabilities of Europe with a declining American willingness
to do anything more for Europe as a whole than honor its commitments under Article V of
the NATO Treaty. This is not an impossible task—but a delicate one that will require real
political skill on both sides of the Atlantic.
One other area of this report that is sure to raise eyebrows is our relatively limited attention
to trade, investment, and economic cooperation. Reviving TTIP has become a rallying cry
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of the Atlanticist brigade even though the chances of renewing negotiations are low. We
believe that efforts should be made to reduce tensions over currencies, tariffs and other
barriers to more open trade and investment across the Atlantic. But in a spirit of honesty
about the reality of the current relationship, we also recognize that progress in this area
will be difficult and is made more complicated by Britain’s withdrawal from the EU.
In 2019, we will celebrate the 70th anniversary of NATO, the institution that is at the center
of the transatlantic relationship. In all likelihood, there will be a summit in Washington to
honor the value of the alliance in the past and the necessity of the alliance in the future.
We suggest that this occasion would be a good time for policymakers on both sides of the
Atlantic to dampen their rhetoric and engage in a serious discussion about the real content
of the U.S.-European partnership. Understanding its limits in the future does not detract
from its achievements in the past. Too often we have allowed the latter to occlude our sense
of the former.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
AfD
CDU
EED
ERI
ETA
EU
FN
FPÖ
GDP
GDR
IRA
ISIS
NATO
NGOs
NSA
OCO
SACEUR
SPD
TTIP
VJTF
UK
U.S.
USSR

Alternative für Deutschland (Germany)
Christian Democratic Union (Germany)
European Endowment for Democracy
European Reassurance Initiative
Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (Spain)
European Union
Front National (France)
Freedom Party (Austria)
Gross Domestic Product
German Democratic Republic
Irish Republican Army
Islamic State of Iraq and al-Sham
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Non-governmental organizations
National Security Agency (United States)
Overseas Contingency Operations
Supreme Allied Commander Europe
Social Democratic Party (Germany)
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership
Very High Readiness Joint Task Force
United Kingdom
United States
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, or, the Soviet Union
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